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NAKED AWARENESS: THE PRIVATE PERFORMANCE 

OF INSCRIBING SKIN 

 

ABSTRACT  

 

This practice-led research reflects upon the testimonies and engagement of participants and 

audience in my art practice, The Letting Go, which is performed both privately and in galleries and is 

informed by the intersections of visual art, psychotherapy, somatic practices, Buddhism and ritual 

tattooing. Drawing on my experiences, private sessions and participatory performances the thesis 

asks the question: Can this practice inform a new social practice for artists - a “private practice” 

model that collaboratively addresses shared vulnerability and self-awareness? 

 

 

Studio Stellmach. Natascha Stellmach performing The Letting Go, Museum für Kunst & Gewerbe Hamburg, 
Digital Photograph, 2015. 
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RESEARCH STATEMENT 

  

Naked Awareness: The Private Performance of Inscribing Skin is a practice-led research project that 

reflects upon the testimonies and engagement of participants and audience in my work, The Letting 

Go, a performance art practice, which is informed by the interdisciplinary intersections of visual art, 

somatic practices and psychotherapy. The art practice is performed both privately and in galleries 

where I invite participants to undergo a self-focussed ritual with me by naming a personal obstacle. 

Once identified, a word representative of that obstacle is inscribed without ink on the body, through 

the art of bloodline tattooing. As the wound heals, the word slowly fades.  

  

Drawing on my experiences, private sessions and participatory performances, and by incorporating 

concepts from psychoanalysis, Buddhism and ritual tattooing, this thesis investigates the art 

performance of the healing “word-wound” and whether it can be harnessed as a self-awareness tool. 

The research asks if this practice could inform a new “private practice” model for the artist — one 

that addresses a responsibility to work together on shared vulnerability and self-awareness. Here my 

research is presented in the form of a narrative-of-practice dissertation that will move between 

participant feedback and my own reflections and critical analysis. 

 

The research reflects on the testimonials of participants engaged in my art practice and various 

interdisciplinary conceptual intersections –– Skin and Psyche, Somatic practices, Psychoanalysis, and 

Buddhism –– and draws on the practices of Buddhist teachers (including Pema Chödrön), the writers 

Franz Kafka, Jeannette Winterson and Rainer Maria Rilke and artists Marina Abramović, Joseph 

Beuys, Christoph Schlingensief, Kira O’Reilly and David Pledger, among others. The Sak Yan 

Tattooing practitioners of Thailand informed my field research carried out in 2015.   
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Some years ago during this research, I came across the compelling term “Naked Awareness”. It 

stayed with me as a poignant reminder of the surface sophistication of skin – its vulnerability, 

intimacy, sensation and intelligence. The poetics of this concept resonated with the aims of my 

project, The Letting Go, in its somatic and conscious attention focussed on an obstacle, unresolved 

personal sorrow, fear, or conundrum. Tracing back its origins to the seventeenth-century Tibetan 

monk, Karma Chagmé, Naked Awareness is an “undifferentiated occurrence of the external, internal, 

and intermediate”, where there is “nothing on which to grasp or to cling to”1. Chagmé described the 

aims of Naked Awareness as “quiescence”, insight and well-being2. These concepts conform with the 

somatic intention of The Letting Go: to stage and structure an experience of receiving a “word-

wound”3 in an intensified moment and restorative environment, where a release can occur, bare 

attention can be experienced, and self-awareness can proceed. Proposing that there is nothing to 

grasp or cling to in the process of achieving such quiet and well-being, the term also addresses the 

performative and artistic, and essentially disruptive (unauthorised) space inherent to The Letting Go, 

which embraces transgression and risk as inherent elements. 

 

In my research through The Letting Go, I argue that somatic performance art practice offers an 

intimate experience of self-awareness and change to individuals, which personalises art and also 

brings art into the social. This emergent space disrupts the authorised space of the physician, 

therapist, coach or teacher and directs our attention to the importance of self-care within a social and 

private practice. With the artist as a mediator and the participant as a collaborative agent, acting 

independently and instigating change within the self—and possibly in their broader community—

participants are enabled to perform or enact the change themselves. Perhaps the potential to change 

                                                
1 Karma Chagmé Rinpoche was a Tibetan Buddhist Lama and renowned writer and scholar, who practised in the 
Vajrayana tradition and lived from 1613 to 1678 in Eastern Tibet.  
Chagmé et al. Naked Awareness, 2000, Translated by B. Alan Wallace, 106 – 107. 
 
2 Ibid. “quiescence” (106), insight (“clarity” 191) and well-being (“a single medicine” 107). 
 
3 The scholar Geoffrey Hartman advanced the term ‘word-wound’ in 1981, in describing a ‘psychic hurt’ in his 
studies on trauma and literature, and referring to Freud and Breuer’s studies on Hysteria.  
Hartman, Saving the Text: Literature/Derrida/Philosophy (‘Words and Wounds’), 1981, 118 – 167.  
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is more powerful when enacted by the self upon the self? What if the artist as a catalyst can 

activate and mediate this change, while also being affected by the process?  

 

As a practice that activates change in the artist and participant, the Letting Go belongs to an artistic 

movement that questions the modern legacy of authority (Beuys, Kaprow, Rainer, Schneemann, 

Abramović, Schlingensief, O’Reilly, Pledger) and demonstrates the position that performance itself 

enacts change (Bishop, Phelan, Gomez Pena, Carlson, Marsh). Within this context, I argue that a 

mediated artistic practice offers an alternative space in which the participant can attain agency and 

experience reflection, self-awareness and change. The artist-practice embraces transgression and risk, 

dissolving boundaries between participant and mediator, and inviting all present to participate with, 

through and in our corporeal selves. 

 

This thesis makes an argument for the artist working in such “private practice” and draws on my own 

methodological and philosophical development of The Letting Go in both the private and public 

realms. Provided the implementation of safety, ethics, and the participant’s agency, I propose that a 

new collaborative space for self-awareness can occur and may offer an adjunct to traditional or 

modern therapeutic interventions. Could this perhaps be a new model of engagement with the 

public for the artist? By making a case for an “artistic private practice”—one that addresses a 

contemporary discourse around vulnerability and self-awareness––I propose that an artistic private 

practice can play a significant role in making art both more individual and social. 

 

 

Lelliott, Michael. Natascha Stellmach performing The Letting Go with Stella, Berlin Festival,  
September 6 – 7, 2014, Digital Photograph, 2014. 
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CHAPTER 1 – THE BIOGRAPHY OF THE LETTING GO 

 

In 2012, I began developing The Letting Go as a participatory performance art project, to explore an 

alternative form of intimate personal enquiry in the contemporary art setting. The experience of 

mediating an intimate and often cathartic experience, while also allowing the audience into elements 

of a private performance of personal enquiry, of witnessing their interest, empathy and voyeurism, 

was captivating. From the outset, I was hooked.  

 

The power of this work also struck a chord in people who witnessed it. Audience members who were 

unable to secure a session during the performances began approaching me personally to undertake 

this work in private. From this curiosity and interest emerged my private practice of The Letting Go, 

and effectively much of the source material for this research, which has enabled the in-depth study of 

the methodology and outcomes of this art practice. By 2016 the project had transitioned from the 

contemporary art setting, into ‘private practice’—a term more commonly associated with the work of 

physicians, health professionals and coaches who tend to patients, clients and consumers, not 

participants. The collaborative nature of The Letting Go is why I choose the term participant—rather 

than student, coachee, mentee, or even the term frequently used in photography and art, namely 

“subject”. The word “participant” encourages collaborative agency and emphasises the capacity and 

responsibility for independent self-care. The Buddhist Pema Chödrön, an ordained nun since 1974 

and whom I have followed since the 1990s, confirms this non-pathological approach, “[Wherein] we 

identify ourselves as the helper it means we see others as helpless“ (2007, 77). 

 

Practising across both settings, The Letting Go is currently an on-going art project, which is 

performed both publicly (in galleries) and in my private practice with sessions occurring in my studio.4 

  

Impelled to refine and investigate the performance of the healing word-wound and arrive at a 

methodological context in which to position the work, I set out to develop the theoretical 

underpinnings of this study from an initial set of questions. Firstly, ‘what’ is The Letting Go? Is this 

                                                
4  http://www.thelettinggo.net/ (Refer to Appendix: 1.) 
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intimate process a ‘private’ performance art or more aligned with a somatic psychotherapy5? What 

methodologies structure and support the premise of The Letting Go? What could we (participants, 

audience, myself) learn about the intelligence of skin, about the inscription of language and the 

embodiment of the word at the surface of human flesh? Moreover, how might these findings lead to 

a project that can be applied more broadly to other material or shared surfaces that hold our 

wounded societies together? 

  

This chapter traces the conceptual origins of the project. The methodology and theoretical 

framework of this research are discussed at length in chapter two.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Studio Stellmach. Natascha Stellmach 
performing The Letting Go, Museum für 
Kunst & Gewerbe Hamburg, Digital 
Photograph, 2015. 

  
                                                
5 Somatic Psychotherapy Australia defines somatic practice as modalities that often incorporate touch and 
suggests that all the philosophies converge on one crucial point: that mind and body are mutually influencing. 
My thesis elaborates further on the theories underpinning somatic practice (accessed January 10, 2018). 
http://somaticpsychotherapy.asn.au/about-us/what-is-somatic-psychotherapy/. 
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ORIGINS 
 

The Letting Go is informed by my twenty years of experience as a practising artist with commercial 

gallery representation, and previous background and employment as an Occupational Therapist in 

the 1990s.6 Although my therapeutic work was set in hospitals and centres that operated on the 

Medical Model, the theoretical underpinnings were informed by the Model of Human Occupation 

(MOHO), developed by Gary Kielhofner in the 1980s, and included the Rehabilitative and Cognitive 

Behavioural frames of reference. However, the most pertinent and enduring influence on my then 

and current practice is the Client Centred Frame of Reference, developed by the Humanist 

Psychologist Carl Rogers (Person-Centred Psychotherapy, 1957), which repositions psychoanalysis by 

placing the client’s needs and goals at the centre of the therapy. 

 

To explore my artistic questions related to embodiment, self-awareness and boundaries, I began 

personal studies in the late 1980s. This included attendance at workshops, retreats, and classes 

teaching somatic and contemplative practices such as yoga, meditation, massage, Alexander 

Technique, dance therapy, shamanic and African dance. This intentional pursuit through physical 

modalities was a way to investigate the cognitive-behavioural, psychodynamic or somatic approaches 

that these practices applied, often in combination. Inspired in part by these practices, my artistic life 

took on a more personal tone, expressed through music, photography and film. From the 1990s, my 

artistic practice––ranging from writing songs to making films7––drew from the disciplines above, but 

                                                
6 Occupational Therapy is an allied health profession founded upon the value of meaningful activity. Its 
interventions include the therapeutic use of Activities of Daily Living (ADLs) — ‘Transformation through 
engagement in occupation’ (Kielhofner, 2009, 3) and its aims include fostering independence in the activities of 
our daily lives. I completed my Bachelor of Applied Science in Occupational Therapy in 1991 at Latrobe 
University. Up until 1996, I worked as an Occupational Therapist in various settings from Community Health to 
Pain Management. During the latter, I frequently worked with wounds, scars and burns employing rehabilitative 
and restorative modalities. My training and employment in this area were rewarding and successful (In 1996 I was 
awarded the competitive RACV Sir Edmund Herring Memorial Scholarship to research international pain 
management clinics) and it still informs my knowledge of relevant medical and therapeutic modalities – not to 
mention how I relate to and read people. However, the personal drive to follow artistic pursuits led me to the 
artistic practice I have today. 
(Refer to Appendix: 2.) 
 
7 Explorations of embodiment, displacement and identity can be found in my early creative endeavours and 
works:  
- 1995 – 2000: created over nine essayist and experimental films, which screened at international film festivals 
such as, St Kilda Short Film Festival Melbourne, Edinburgh International Film Festival, Hannover International 
Film Festival, Planet in Focus Toronto, Green Vision St Petersburg, amongst others.  
- 1997 – 1999: Diploma of Applied Photography studies at RMIT Melbourne. 
- 1994 – 1997: radio announcing and producing at 3RRR radio, Melbourne (music, film reviews, interviews). 
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was linked to and influenced by personal questions and investigations around identity. Employed 

performatively, and in a manner that fictionalised historical and personal facts, I began to recognise 

and address patterns of pain embedded in my physical memory8. As a child of German parents who 

immigrated to Australia in the late 1960s to partake in the “Great Australian Dream”9 and due in part 

to the displacement, trauma and loss associated with WWII and The Cold War, my first attempts to 

access and process the repressed memories of my parent’s past was through my art-making and 

dancing. The dancing started at age two, with the help of adults and furniture, and the art-making 

began at six by writing and drawing in diaries10. In fact, the drawing happened on any surface, 

including on the brown brick veneer exterior and––much to my parents’ horror––the interior white 

walls of their new, first home in the northern suburbs of Melbourne. In retrospect, it was a search for 

surfaces to externalise these unspeakable memories and experiences of a past that was not mine but 

felt embodied. As a child, it was impossible to comprehend that perhaps these pains had their origins 

in what Carl Jung had coined ‘the collective guilt’11 and shame of being German.  

 

                                                                                                                                                   
- 1989 – 1991: co-fronting and playing percussion in the Melbourne band, “Don’t Call Me Shirley” which 
became “The Mustard Seeds”. 
 
8 The mixed-media installation and artist book, The Book of Back, 2007 exemplified this methodology. It was a 
major project supported by the Australia Council for the Arts-funded twelve-month artist residency at 
Künstlerhaus Bethanien from 2006 – 2007.  
For further information, refer to my website: https://nataschastellmach.com/the-book-of-back/ 
“The ambivalence between the personal, historical and imaginary is what distinguishes Stellmach’s work” 
(Schneider, Von Hundert Magazine, 2007, 7 [my translation]). 
 
9 The “Great Australian Dream” is a belief that home ownership leads to a successful and secure life. The 
phenomenon has its origins in the 1950s and 1960s, related to the post-WWII period of reconstruction. This led 
to a boom in immigration, which allowed my parents to immigrate in 1967, through the “Australian Assisted 
Migration Agreement” with West Germany, find employment and secure their first home with relative ease. The 
term derives from the “American Dream”, which was a similar phenomenon that began in the 1940s.  
Stellmach, The Book of Back, 2007, 8 – 9 (Refer to Appendix: 3.) 
 
10 These childhood objects were re-enacted (in association with the contemporary Australian jeweller, Blanche 
Tilden, commissioned to seal my childhood diaries with my childhood jewellery) as part of the installation and 
body of work: secret, 2008, photographs, mixed media (accessed January 20, 2018). 
For further information, refer to my website: https://nataschastellmach.com/2008/03/27/secret-berlin/ 
http://www.blanchetilden.com.au/. 
 
11 “Kollektivschuld” is discussed at length in Carl Jung’s influential 1945 essay, “Nach der Katastrophe”.  
The concept of collective guilt appears as early as in the Christian Bible of the Old Testament – based mostly 
upon the Hebrew Bible: however, in this thesis, it relates specifically to the German collective guilt associated 
with the atrocities perpetrated during WWII.  
My photographic work, English for Germans, is an artistic representation of Kollektivschuld and first appeared in 
The Book of Back, 2007, 10 – 11. (Refer to Appendix: 4.) 
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While processing my personal history and the repression there, the engagement with words of my 

past became pertinent. Make-believe words and concepts, words that were Denglisch variations on 

known words and made-up words altogether, had informed my upbringing12. These words formed a 

kind of secret code, acting to hold aspects of my nuclear family together, encapsulating us, acting as 

protection from our new world (Australia) and as separation from our old world (Germany). I began to 

see these words somewhat like the ‘second skins’—the custom-made medical compression 

garments—employed in my former work with burns patients. At this point, the German cultural 

theorist Claudia Benthien’s hypothesis of skin as “the place where identity is formed and assigned”13 

became especially relevant to my work. Benthien’s numerous references from art and psychoanalysis 

support her study of the close relationship that language shares with skin. These references inspired a 

new way of positioning my practice, which had morphed from the photographic to incorporate text: 

text on photographs, in films, as manuscripts, diaries, an unpublished novel, words sewn or stuck 

onto objects, typeset in artist books, words painted on walls.  

 

In pursuing the connections between skin and language, decisive insights shifted my work: If we 

recognise photographs as paper and paper as the dead skin of trees, one could assume that I was 

inscribing the skins of history in my works. This notion—alongside daily embodiment practices14—was 

a significant prompt towards ‘writing in and on the present’ in a restorative gesture, as an act of self-

care: skins that no longer stemmed from dead trees, but ones that moved, breathed and were alive. 

The next step was to bring human skin and language together directly, to draw both into a more 

precise, direct conversation. In an informal manner and with pens, I had always written on my body – 

messages on my hand, for example, which acted as reminders. What would this look and feel like if 

the messages carried more meaning and were written with bold markers and pens on the skin, to 

become embodied ephemeral artworks? How would the experience be lived if I performed these 

actions on other bodies? The desire to answer these questions and the ensuing experiments for the 

                                                
12 These make-believe words can be seen throughout my works, including the publications, The Book of Back, 
2007 and It is Black in Here, 2010 (particularly the undated work, Crazy Shit). Refer to Appendix: 5. 
 
13 Benthien, Skin, 2002, 1. 
 
14 The daily embodiment practices of yoga and meditation informed my work in their teachings on attention, 
self-awareness and impermanence. These practices drew from the Eastern traditions of Hatha Yoga (Hindu 
Advaita Vedanta philosophy) and meditation practices based on Vajrayana and Zen Buddhist traditions. 
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body of work that then became Agent Provocateur15 clarified that the skin and language are both 

dynamic forms; both require active engagement and nourishment to avoid atrophy. Language, like 

skin, is perceptive.  

 

 

 
Studio Stellmach. Mathias’ Letting Go (Ernst), Day 6, Extreme-Close-Up Selfie by Mathias, 2015, Digital 
Photograph, 2015.  
 

                                                
15 Agent Provocateur was a major participatory performance project, which explored impermanence, body 
image and ritual. Exhibition and Happenings were performed at: Documenta(13) Kassel, August 3, 2012 | 
Wagner+Partner Berlin, July 6, 2012 | Anna Pappas Gallery Melbourne, March 30, 2012 | Pulse Miami, December 
1 – 4, 2011 & as Complete Burning Away (which informed AP) at Perth Institute of Contemporary Art, November 
6 – Dec 19, 2010.  
For an overview, refer to the SBS TV Studio commissioned short film directed and produced by The Apiary: 
https://vimeo.com/47570881 
and the website: https://nataschastellmach.com/agent-provocateur/ 
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THE HERZBLUT YEARS: BERLIN 

 

From 2004 through to 2012, language became more embedded in my practice, as did more of my 

corporeal self and intimate reflections. To best describe these years, there is an old saying in 

German, in use as late as the nineteenth century, Seine Haut zu Markte tragen (to take one’s skin to 

market)16 and this saying well conveys the risk and self-exposure that ensued. Challenging the 

Cartesian duality of mind and body, and with it, the medical model, which I had grappled with as a 

health professional, helped me embrace the idea of taking the practice, this ‘skin’, out in the world.  

 

One could say my evolving practice was steeped in Herzblut (‘heart-blood’). Although this word 

translates as lifeblood, passion or ‘heart and soul’, the works that ensued in this ‘Herzblut’ phase were 

heavily informed by my Germanness: the fairytales imbued with Black Romanticism and melancholy, 

the contemplative paintings of Caspar David Friedrich, or the black humour in Christoph 

Schlingensief’s performances, installations and films. Schlingensief’s references to Beuys’s social 

sculpture, Kaprow’s Happenings and his subversive tendencies were captivating, socially critical and 

black. He frequently surprised his public: would they encounter a theatre, circus, “freak show”, talk 

show, political event or themselves become participants?17 Nevertheless, my practice—perhaps not 

so German after all?—departed from the legacy of Germanic positions that utilised skin, blood and 

the body. The violence, spectacle and materiality of the Viennese Actionists such as Mühl or Nitsch18, 

or the stylistically fetishised 2006 Skin Room performance of neo-conceptual and bio-artist, Heidi 

Hatry19, are two such examples.  

 

Of particular relevance, however, was my historical connection to, and life in Berlin – existing 

amongst the skins of unrepaired buildings with WWII bullet holes marking still in the present day the 

                                                
16 Benthien, Skin, 2001, 26. 
 
17 Fischer-Lichte and Jain, The Transformative Power of Performance: A New Aesthetics, 2008, 47-51. 

 
18 The 1963 collaborative action: Fest des psycho-physischen Naturalismus is an example of a cathartic 
(Freudian) approach in reinterpreting the human body as an art canvas. 
 
19 Hatry’s 2006 work, Skin Room used pigskin and created a discomforting spectacle in its resemblance to 
human skin, a work Hatry created to question animal slaughter – a valuable position, but one contrary to my then 
and current research. Hatry, Skin, 2005. 
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atrocities of war and genocide. These silent but powerfully poetic, living memorials, still prevalent in 

the early 2000s, reflected my encounters with Germans, who were not only willing to talk about the 

pain their nation had inflicted and endured but also to accept this burden and find ways to make 

amends. In 2006, while researching for the artist book and cross-media installations, The Book of 

Back20, my daily encounters with people not only in Berlin but also throughout Germany, reflected 

the national enquiry of the times. This enquiry was particularly prevalent amidst the FIFA World Cup 

(the first occasion that a unified Germany had hosted it) and alongside associated cultural responses 

such as the major exhibition, Was ist Deutsch? (What is German?).21 These events and encounters 

appeared to be an echo and a response to Joseph Beuys’s exhortation to “Show your wound” (Zeige 

deine Wunde).22 His 1976 installation of the same name comprising a clinical room with objects 

related to pathology included two blackboards with his chalked exhortation. Here Beuys emphasised 

both the individual’s existential conundrums and those of society, whose “hidden problems must be 

revealed” as a means to self-awareness and “are in need of an artistic remedy” (Ackermann, 2010, 

214).  

 

The year of Beuys’s controversial installation in Munich also coincided with my first travels to 

Germany from Australia. For my parents this was an emotional journey in 1976 because they had 

discussed ‘moving back’ and although none of the family knew of, or would have understood, Beuys 

for his then-current critique of war as a societal disease, these historical wounds lingered. Meanwhile, 

skipping cheerfully through the streets of Berlin with my cousin Steffi, en route to her school, past the 

bullet-holed facades, speaking German, in fact singing in German, I was innocently unaware of the 

trauma of war and the even older German influences of Romanticism, Existentialism and the 

psychoanalytic positions that were my Germanness. Many of these relate to pain and fear and are 

laden with emotion, lost in translation: expressions such as Weltschmerz (world-weariness), 

Herzschmerz (heartache), Sehnsucht (ardent longing) or Angst (anxious inner turmoil). It is likely that 

the Gewebe (“woven fabric”, as well as “human tissue”) of these influences, embodied what only 

became apparent to me upon reflection and analysis many years later – a desire to express an 

                                                
20 Stellmach, The Book of Back, 2007. 
This project is both a book and a suite of cross-media works that explores the German expression, Zerissenheit 
(being torn – between worlds, ideas, cultures). 
 
21 I visited the exhibition, Was ist deutsch? at the Germanisches Nationalmuseum in Nürnberg in July 2006. It 
was held from June 2 to October 3, 2006 (in association with the Kunst- und Kulturpädagogischen Zentrum der 
Museen in Nürnberg (KPZ).  
 
22 Joseph Beuys, Zeige Deine Wunde, 1974/75, Environment, Münchner Kunstforum, 1976. 
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unexplainable and unnameable vulnerability. This vulnerability felt contradictory because it was at 

once intangible and beyond language, sometimes quiet and unassuming and other times as 

deafening as an electric guitar’s feedback. It was also situated not only inside but felt part of a 

collective self. It was a conundrum that seemed too broad to name, let alone touch. Perhaps its 

origins lay in my Germanness and the pain and repression associated with war, displacement and 

loss? Could it be analogous to Beuys’s “wound”? For Beuys, the wound was a recurring theme and 

was both personal (WWII injuries, a crisis in the 50s and his second heart attack in 1975) and societal, 

to reference Germany's past and the East-West divide. In a 1980 interview about Zeige deine Wunde, 

Beuys’s invitation to audiences was to “Show your wound”… “because a wound that is shown, can 

be healed.”23 

 

I overcome fear 

I let art in, really close. 

Andreas, Berl in, Day 6 24 

 

In 2013 I began performing The Letting Go in Berlin. The project arose from the need to engage 

more with my audience, to get closer to a collective self and shared struggles, through action and 

touch. It was coupled with what appeared to be a need on the part of contemporary art audiences, 

for intimacy and participation, in the form of a confession, yet one unaffiliated by friendship, religion, 

therapy, sex or fetish; a confession that occurred with a stranger who was trustworthy, impartial, and 

could hold things in confidence. Many questions arose during these years: is this confessional space 

only reserved for the spiritual advisor or therapist? To what extent can artists legitimately create 

extra-institutional spaces that invite and respect an individual’s pain, facilitate a collective witnessing 

(outside of the gallery), while remaining sensitive to the complexities of ethics, agency and self-

responsibility? 

 

                                                
23 From the Beuys interview: Eine Wunde, die man zeigt, kann geheilt werden. Süddeutsche Zeitung, 26./27. 
January 1980.  
Here Beuys references Dürer, one of the first twentieth-century German artists to investigate his “wound”, which 
is especially evident in the sketch: Der kranke Dürer (The sick Dürer), 1509/1512, silverpoint with minimal 
watercolour, 11.8 x 10.8 cm, Kunsthalle Bremen (Blume, 2007, 115-25). 
 
24 Edited participant feedback originating from the weekly durational performances (between 5 and 12 hours) as 
part of the exhibition: I Don’t Have a Gun, Galerie Wagner + Partner, Berlin, June to September 2013. 
Translated from, Ich überwinde Angst, Ich lasse die Kunst ganz nah an mich ran (my translation). 
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Performance artists such as Marina Abramović (The Artist is Present, 2010) or Kira O’Reilly (My 

Mother, 2003) have created one-to-one performances that address the “healing spectacle” within the 

‘safety’ of the institution. O’Reilly who sits within the authorised space of academia voices the 

importance of risk through her “subversive reiterations of power structures” (Zerihan, 2010, 36). The 

commercial gallery, on the contrary, provides a legitimising extra-institutional space. The first public 

iterations of The Letting Go were performed in both public and commercial galleries, and irrespective 

of setting, it became clear that the foundations for this relational work remained the same. Again, the 

German language provided another source of inspired clarity: the German word for confidant is 

Vertrauensperson, which literally means trustful person. 

  

… it takes time to trust someone. Entering a project this intimate and intense means to open 

up to a total stranger (the artist), revealing very personal details you would not even tell your 

friends. By entering Natascha's project, I would skip this process of getting to know 

someone. I was dealing with these issues for a couple of days. Finally, I decided to contact 

her gallery to make an appointment for a session. 

Natalie, Berl in, Day 101 25 

  

The inscription concept for The Letting Go developed from the pen tattoo project, Agent 

Provocateur, which revealed that writing directly on the skin of participants—with pens and markers—

literally ‘touched’ participants. This initiated a tendency for the person to open up, reveal personal 

thoughts and struggles and to use the session—despite the chaos of a busy gallery, festival or art 

fair—as a confessional to release a secret or a struggle. Agent Provocateur encouraged a playful and 

celebratory atmosphere around body image and was made accessible to all ages. The success of the 

project surprised me because it felt too naïve, however, participants reflected their excitement in 

aspects such as the participatory and ephemeral nature, the immediacy of engaging with the artist, 

receiving a unique artwork on one’s skin and the performative thrill of wearing and walking out the art 

into personal and social lives. Could walking out the art be analogous to working through an issue? 

Unlike the private suites of talking therapies, this imagined new space is one where we literally wear 

our issues on our skin and individually choose whether to allow the public witnessing of the issue. 

 

 Additionally, the texts were often loaded with socially critical art commentary, encouraging a more 

profound discourse around art, fashion and advertising and particularly the body as a billboard. It was 

                                                
25 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + Partner, 
Berlin. Original text. 
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provocative and applauded positive body-awareness, but it was also intimate, in fact it was Hautnah 

(‘skin-close’), a beautiful German wordplay that literally means “close as skin”, which can describe a 

piece of writing that is ‘dramatic or vivid’, but can also express the immediacy of contact between 

individuals (Benthien, 2002, 3). I was closer; indeed, I was Hautnah. The pursuit was for an intimacy 

informed by the courage to be vulnerable and to address hurt. Perhaps working further with others, 

with the body and the skin could also expose my own unnameable vulnerability? Perhaps it was 

universal. The researcher Brené Brown has studied the concept of vulnerability and how it relates to 

shame and courage for over 16 years. Asking, “Why do we recoil from and numb vulnerability?”, 

Brown designates vulnerability as the “courage to be imperfect”, and a potentially empowering tool 

towards “joy, creativity and belonging”26. To ‘get under’ the skin, there had to be a personal 

question. I could ask personal questions. It came naturally, with myself, family, friends and at work. 

  

Language and intimacy have always had a close relationship with skin (“saving your skin”, “jumping 

out of your skin”, “the naked truth” and “getting under your skin”)27, and it was through these 

common metaphoric expressions, that the boundary I sought became apparent. Learning to mark the 

skin through tattooing seemed an obvious route. Serendipity brought Audrey Hulm to me in 2012 

through a friend who felt we might have things in common. We began a professional exchange: 

mentoring through a book project in return for learning to tattoo. Recalling her encouragement: 

“you’ve studied anatomy, physiology, worked in community health, and in pain management rehab. 

Knowledge of the body through your therapeutic work is more than you need. Plus - you’re an artist 

for God’s sake. Just do it and don’t be afraid.”28 I took her advice. 

 

  

                                                
26 Brown, The Power of Vulnerability, 2010. 
 
27 Benthien, Skin, 2002, 9, 84. 
 
28 The process with Audrey was memorable because she was not only a practising artist but one who also 
created works on bodies with a tattoo machine and ink. She was fearless in her explorations across media, and 
also generous in sharing these skills in a structured and considered manner. Audrey allayed my fears around 
tattooing and strengthened my sense of agency. She was a positive influence, confirming that all I required were 
additional skills, equipment, and knowledge of safety, hygiene and best practice (recollections of conversations 
with the Melbourne artist Audrey (Kirsty) Hulm in February 2013).  
Refer to Appendix: 6, for my first bloodline tattoo (on my body). 
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Thai Sak Yan Embodied Talismans 
 

During this research and as part of my professional development, I applied for a Melbourne 

University field research travel grant to investigate a traditional tattooing method and was successful. 

Given my longstanding interest in artistic projects exploring the Buddhist notion of impermanence29, 

and the fact that The Letting Go used no ink, I was curious to discover connections between my 

practice and Thai Sak Yan ritual tattooing30 which harnesses the complex beliefs relating to Thai 

Buddhism that imbue the bearer with an embodied talisman. Although Sak Yan is primarily practised 

with ink, I was keen to learn more about the less well-known oil based “vanishing” (inkless) Sak Yan 

practice, which was brought to my attention by a Thai friend in Berlin31. This led to the trip to South 

Thailand to conduct field research among the Sak Yan monks and practitioners, including interviews 

with the scholar and principal authority in the region, Joe Cummings, and the artist and author Aroon 

Thaewchatturat.32  

 

Sak Yan tattooing incorporates “animism, Brahmanism and Buddhism” in a distinctively Thai 

combination of the magical, the theistic and the philosophical” (Cummings, 2011, 18). It is intended 

to imbue the wearer with “power and significance” (19) because “the sacred words have power” 

(Krutak, 2012,12) as well as being an embodied reminder to uphold ethical behaviour, “self-discipline 

and morality” (Cummings, 24). Krutak likens them to “preventative medicine” (12) and suggests that 

most people are attracted to the practitioner’s status, whether a monk or an Ajahn (master). These 

                                                
29 Impermanence (Anicca) is one of Buddhism’s central teachings and asserts that all things whether material or 
mental are transient. Impermanence forms one of The Three Marks of Existence (Impermanence, Suffering 
[Dukkha] and Non-Self [Anatta]), which are experiential teachings referring to lived reality (Davids and Stede, 
1921, 355; Welwood, 2000, 174). 
My oeuvre can be understood through the concept of Impermanence. Major projects include:  
Agent Provocateur (2011 – 16), Complete Burning Away (2008 – 10), Blood (2006 – 13), The Book of Back (2007 
– 11), Oracle (a BORIS+NATASCHA collaboration: 2009 – ongoing) https://nataschastellmach.com/. 
 
30 A Sak Yan tattoo is a tattoo comprising a geometrical design and text. It is a Yantra tattoo introduced by the 
Khmer people to South East Asia (900 CE). Akin to the word ‘tattoo’, which stems from the Samoan tatau (to 
mark twice), in Thai, Sak means to ‘jab’, as with a needle. Yan is the Thai rendition of the Sanskrit, Yantra, which 
is a sacred geometrical diagram (or object) used as a meditation tool in tantric worship. Yan is also translated as 
Yant, (although as Cummings notes, the ‘t’ in Yant is silent in Thai). Cummings, 2011, 16 - 25; Oxford Dictionary. 
    
31 Thanit Hirungitrungsri in 2013. 
 
32 In April 2015 I conducted Melbourne University field research among the Thai Sak Yan monks and 
practitioners in Bangkok, Nakhon Pathom Province (the Wat Bang Phra temple) and Hua Hin. In addition to the 
experts mentioned above, I made prior email contact with writers and scholars such as the anthropologist Lars 
Krutak. 
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titles are earned relative to the practitioner’s adherence to Buddhist precepts, mastery of the sacred 

texts, personal discipline, lineage and expertise of the art and science of tattooing. It includes 

knowledge of the inks, which are occasionally mixed with medicinal herbs and other enhancing 

properties33 to strengthen the talismanic properties of the tattoo.  

 

It is surprising that the “vanishing” Sak Yans are not as popular, given that these embodied talismans 

rely on the power imbued by the practitioner in combination with the sacred symbols and text, which 

negate the need for ink. As Thaewchatturat explains, it was predominantly the stigmas associated 

with ink tattoos, particularly amongst Thai women who were up until recently stigmatised and outcast 

if they wore ink, which created the need for a marking that while still embodying the practitioner’s 

sacred code34, is inconspicuous to others. With the growing acceptance of ink tattoos—due in part to 

their increased popularity in the West and to phenomena such as the Jolie Factor which caused “vast 

numbers of Thais” and primarily women “to renew their interest in the tradition”35—today it is less 

prevalent for practitioners to tattoo in oil. 36 These tattoos are also regularly “recharged” (Cummings 

and White, 2011, 38) or “activated” (Krutak, 2012) in a yearly wai khru ceremony (respecting the 

teacher). Incorporating rituals and incantations that “recharge” a tattoo’s talismanic properties on an 

annual basis, such a ceremony is often a celebratory event as part of a festival. These “activations”, 

                                                
33 Krutak cites the addition of “cobra venom” or “the exfoliated skin of a revered monk” (14), Cummings 
mentions the use of the wild ginger, Curcuma spp, known for its anti-inflammatory and antiseptic qualities but 
also talks of the tales associated with the addition of bodily remnants and has found them to be unsubstantiated. 
From my fieldwork, it was primarily the use of ink, or in the case of oil, pure sesame oil (without the addition of 
herbs or other substances) and alcohol was used to sterilise the needles. 
 
34 This sacred code is passed from practitioner ("monk" or "master") to apprentice ("disciple" or "student"). 
Here the apprentice must not only acquire the knowledge and expertise described above, but also “win the 
heart” (Thaewchatturat, 2015) of the practitioner to practice. In most cases, the practitioner has also tattooed the 
apprentice. Moreover, as Thaewchatturat and Cummings explain, there are as many Ajahn (masters) practising 
Sak Yan as there are monks, and both need to uphold high moral standards. (Refer to Cummings and White, 
2011 for a detailed account). 
   
35 The celebrity Angelina Jolie was tattooed by Ajahn Noo in 2003 and 2004 (Cummings and White 19). 
 
36 From an interview with the Bangkok-based Ajahn Neng (refer to Appendix: 7.) who said that 30% of his 
devotees (predominantly women) choose “vanishing”.  
One example in the course of my fieldwork: a Japanese man (Tomo) in his mid-twenties received a “9 Pillar” 
Vanishing Sak Yan across his upper back because it upheld his Buddhist beliefs and would be inconspicuous in 
the summer from colleagues and the public. In his corporate work environment, there was still a stigma attached 
to ink. (Refer to Appendix: 8.) 
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and the connection to a like-minded community are viewed as another desirable factor towards a 

more permanent Sak Yan variation. 

 

As Cummings indicates, if the tattoo is performed according to the said criteria then the skin 

becomes a “dynamic boundary” between the person’s internal and external world and the body 

becomes a “container” for a “sacred, metaphysical object” (60). This can be considered a somatic 

tattooing practice that helps to connect the person more fully with their inner and outer realities. 

Nonetheless, a practice that bestows talismanic properties and a practitioner who chooses both the 

design and the placement are fundamental differences to The Letting Go, which emphasises the 

participant’s collaborative agency. In Sak Yan, the “devotee” (Cummings, Thaewchatturat), 

“tattooee” (Krutak) or “customer” (field research) places authorial reliance in another and maintains 

this dependence throughout the life of the tattoo—if performed correctly—much like the relationship 

to a therapist or spiritual mentor. Sak Yan relies on a patriarchal dependence and belief in Thai 

Buddhism for the talisman to authentically empower the person and help maintain their ethical values. 

Given my secular approach, could this “devotee faith” be translated into "participant trust” (in the 

process) and ultimately into self-enquiry, empowerment and belief in the participant’s courageous 

capacities?   

 

Ajahn Gop once told Cummings, “There’s only one thing more powerful than Sak Yan. Your mind.”37 

The Letting Go asks whether this empowerment can be supported by the individual’s psyche and 

through the body’s skin.  

 

While respecting the expertise, rich cultural heritage and significance of Sak Yan, The Letting Go 

departs from this Thai practice by: 

1. Negating the deification of the teacher, dependence on the therapist or “cult of the 

artist” through mediation and collaboration;  

2. Focussing on the acceptance of human vulnerability as opposed to the instilling of 

otherworldly, talismanic strength;  

3. Dismissing a patriarchal belief system that discourages female practitioners, in part 

due to irrational and cultural fears regarding menstrual blood, which is “thought to 

rob tattoos of their power” (Cummings and White, 38); 

                                                
37 From a conversation with Cummings on 31/3/15. (Refer to Appendix: 9.) 
Ajahn Gop practices in Ayuthaya, has over 40 years experience and is esteemed for his detailed line work 
(Cummings and White, 70 – 79).  
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4. Extracting from it the power of aesthetics, touch and exchange.  

 

Discovering in Hua Hin the emerging female Sak Yan practitioner Ajahn Rung38, who is challenging 

tradition by being a female practitioner, is an encouraging sign that the patriarchal Sak Yan landscape 

may slowly be changing. 

 

The fieldwork I undertook in Thailand confirmed that Sak Yan was not as overarching an influence for 

The Letting Go as first suspected. Rather, it was revealing to me that The Letting Go was 

underpinned more accurately by my artistic practice, alongside biographical and artistic influences. 

These included:  

 

• my in-between immigrant identity (Australian-Germanness), which was marked by a 

cultural shame due to the unspoken personal, historical and cultural wounds of my 

parents. Later in life I realised that this cultural shame included a shame related to 

the atrocities inflicted on First Nations Peoples during Australia’s colonisation39;  

• the poetics of the German language; 

• my therapeutic background;  

• artists such as Beuys and his concept of “the wound”;  

• the positive resonance from Agent Provocateur participants;  

• the intimate relationship of the skin and language;  

• the empowering nature of vulnerability and trust. 

 

All of these influences encouraged further exploration, not only personally, but in my artistic practice 

and these, in turn, supported the public unveiling of The Letting Go. 

 

                                                
38 Lars Krutak indicated via email that there might be a young female practitioner working south of Bangkok. 
Following leads assisted by Aroon Thaewchatturat (Refer to Appendix: 10.) and Joe Cummings, I met with a 
young female practitioner, Ajahn Rung. She worked from her studio in a small town outside of the Sak Yan 
centres (Hua Hin) alongside her French partner and Sak Yan Master, Ajahn Matt (Matthieu Duquenois). Ajahn 
Rung’s lineage is passed down from Phra Ajahn Anussa Man, a young monk practising outside of Bangkok. 
Ajahn Rung described him as “open-minded” (From an interview with Ajahn Rung and Ajahn Matt on 4/4/2015). 
(Refer to Appendix: 11.) 
 
39 The work, The maroon and the blue, 2006 best encapsulates these personal Australian-German wounds and 
appears in Stellmach, The Book of Back, 2007, 14 – 15. (Refer to Appendix: 12.) 
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The following chapter details The Letting Go's methodology and further clarifies the relationship 

between the artist and participant. 

 

 

 
 
Ortmann, Philipp. Natascha Stellmach performing a private Letting Go session in Berlin, Digital Photograph, 
2018. 
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CHAPTER 2 – METHODOLOGY 

 

 

To defend a private art practice that stands outside of longstanding traditions in medicine and 

psychotherapy is no light matter. In detailing The Letting Go's methodology, I argue that an art 

practice can offer a space of self-awareness for the participant. This is appropriate if, and only if, 

specific protocols are established. The Letting Go protocol draws from my therapeutic background, 

tattooing and somatic therapy best practice, and Buddhist-influenced practices. Specifically, given 

the undertaking of breaking skin, protocols around health and safety are paramount and are 

discussed at length across this chapter.  

 

To address the collaborative, performative, artistic practice evoked by The Letting Go I draw on a 

philosophical framework. The Letting Go involves six acts, irrespective of whether the performance is 

private or for a gallery audience: preparation, landing in our bodies, identifying an obstacle and its 

word, embodying the word, performing the word-wound and healing the word-wound. 

 

The theoretical foundations of The Letting Go, which involve both traditional and disruptive actions, 

are staged across three artistic sets at the one site, either in separate spaces or on one large platform 

and are conducted one-to-one by the artist and participant. The fourth set occurs outside off this site, 

as a social practice. This staging is employed because it encourages an active and embodied 

reminder of process and impermanence. 

 

0. Preparation 

SET 1 (1:1)  1. Landing in Our Bodies 

2. Identifying an Obstacle and its Word 

SET 2 (1:1)  3. Embodying the Word 

 SET 3 (1:1)  4. Performing the Word-Wound 

 SET 4 (SOCIAL) 5. Healing the Word-Wound 
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The performance is open to view by the public but private enough to engage in a confidential one-

to-one conversation without the risk of eavesdropping. This viewing site constitutes another set in the 

performance; it exists in the margin beyond the performance, but still informs the actions. The effects 

of the audience on a performance are well researched, and while this question is not at the centre of 

this study, the role of the witness to the art practice is critical and will be taken up in the final section 

of this chapter, which also examines the broader implications of The Letting Go.  

 

 

  
Parzer, Oli. Audience members watch Natascha Stellmach performing The Letting Go at Wagner + Partner, June 
to September 2013, Digital Photograph, 2013. 
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0. PREPARATION 
 

The preparation begins with the installation of the three sets, including (if public) a welcome area 

attended by an assistant, responsible for scheduling, information dissemination40, and engagement 

with participants and audience to ensure the smooth management of the performance. 

 

Once the sets are installed I complete several hours of cleaning, disinfecting and arrangement 

(performed in tandem with an assistant if in public). This action is crucial, not only for ethical, best 

practice and hygiene responsibilities, but is itself a ritual. Akin to the Zen Buddhist approach to 

cleaning, which views such activities as a purpose in itself, the cleaning is completed not merely 

because a space may be dirty, but as a contemplative act to honour the interdependence of self and 

environment (Matsumoto, 2018). In durational pieces such as Art Must Be Beautiful; Artist Must Be 

Beautiful (1975) and Balkan Baroque I (1997), Marina Abramović takes a similarly reverential 

approach, using cleaning in her performances as both practice and metaphor to explore the mental 

and physical conditioning of the artist and audience. Although my cleaning is public if the 

performance is in a gallery – and there are challenges in performing ‘naturally’ with the gaze and 

expectations of the spectator – it is somewhat removed from Abramović’s endurance practice, but 

also emphasises aesthetics and detail towards each element of staging.  

 

Once the site is clean, the performance becomes public, and the participant enters. Each participant 

has pre-booked a Letting Go session, undergone an assessment as to their intention, and been 

informed of protocols, process and contraindications.41 The assistant has welcomed the person, 

discussed the formalities and put them at ease before our meeting.  

 

 

                                                
40 The preliminary information involves two forms: an “Aftercare” handout which outlines detailed suggestions 
for wound care and self-reflection and a waiver that ensures the participant’s informed consent. Both adhere to 
industry and Victorian Health Department requirements and are provided in either English or German. (Refer to 
Appendix: 13). 
 
41 On rare occasions I have declined a potential participant on the basis that such engagement would be 
ethically inappropriate. This has been the case, particularly when a participant was confused about their 
intention, in crisis, has needs that better suit the role of a psychotherapist or other clinician, or if there is a risk of 
re-experiencing or re-triggering a psychological trauma. I reiterate to participants that The Letting Go is not 
therapy, ersatz therapy or counselling and that I am an artist. In several cases, I have worked with a participant 
alongside another intervention, such as psychotherapy. 
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The first moment I met Natascha I felt totally comfortable with my decision to take part in her 

project. Opening up to her and talking very honestly about myself, emotions, life and personal 

details felt deeply natural and easy. 

Natalie, Berl in, Day 101 42 

 

 

 

Parzer, Oli. Natascha Stellmach performing The Letting Go with Paula at Wagner + Partner, June to September 
2013, Digital Photograph, 2013. 

  

                                                
42 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + Partner, 
Berlin. Original text. 
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1. LANDING IN OUR BODIES 
 

In his research on somatic disciplines, the contemporary philosopher Richard Shusterman highlights 

the relational aspect of activities that harness the breath through postures and movement and insists 

that such activities “will always be conscious of more than the body itself” (2008, 8). In The Letting 

Go, the “more than the body itself” is shared presence between the participant and me. By coming 

into reflective and collaborative focus, we agree to work together in a state of mutual influence. Two 

necessary actions occur here simultaneously: We go into silence together, and we touch. My 

mediation gradually dissolves as I bring the participant into self-focus. 

 

The first act together with the participant is to establish quiet as a way to move toward embodiment. 

Cleaning helps to set quiet within me. The participant is then invited into silence. Silence constitutes 

a disruption of traditional interventions. Most especially, it counters “talking therapies” foundational 

to the psychoanalytic framework. Welwood (2000, 106 – 11) 43 argues that while the 

psychotherapeutic method of conceptual reflection is a valuable method for many cognitive 

behavioural therapies, it can also trap us in a ceaseless cycle of thinking and talking about the 

obstacle: the kind of reflection that does not move beyond rumination.  

 

The binary of silence and touch is crucial to my practice because it seeks to catalyse action in the 

participant after the process. It is why this thesis addresses the psychoanalytic paradigm, while 

simultaneously acknowledging its inadequacies. Specifically, I articulate reservations about the talking 

therapy of psychoanalytic paradigms and propose that performance provides an alternative to them. 

In my practice, the artist mediates, and the performance involves both artist and participant. To 

borrow from Chris Mace when he talks of Buddhism-informed “health technologies”44 that disrupt 

the impartial and objective position of the psychotherapist, the potential for change that 

                                                
43 John Welwood is a psychotherapist who has integrated Eastern and Western paradigms for over 40 years.  
 
44 Mace, 2008, 123 – 25.  
Chris Mace was a British psychotherapist and scholar. “Health technologies” refers specifically to “Quiet 
Therapy”, an intervention, which is neither meditation nor therapy, developed by Psychiatrist Robert Cloninger 
who employed silence as a useful therapeutic tool. Quiet Therapy involves a guided autogenic meditation that 
incorporates deep breathing, silence, and acceptance of what is there, without the desire for change. Cloninger 
borrowed heavily from the meditative practices of Krishnamurti who defined meditation as silencing the mind 
through the cessation of the will. 
Mace defines “mental formations”, as those “that are recognised by traditional psychopathology” (125). 
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performances such as The Letting Go can inspire is due to the probability that “both parties” are 

opening simultaneously but in different ways, as well as dealing with various “mental formations”. 

 

Peggy Phelan has also underscored the potential of performance to address the inadequacies of the 

psychoanalytic system, which she refers to as “always having been troubled by the body” (1993, 171). 

Phelan views performance art as uniquely suspended between “the physical” (corporeal/material) 

and “the psychic” (psychoanalysis); and declares performance art as capable of bridging these two 

systems, through a “combined critical methodology” that employs “both physics and psychoanalysis 

to read the body’s movements and paralytic pauses” (1993, 167). The Letting Go enacts this 

viewpoint, and although as previously indicated, the participant and I may talk very openly of an 

emotional wound, the emphasis is not on a pathologised concept of trauma. Instead, we focus on a 

socially interconnected and universal view of being human – which denotes that we have all been 

wounded in some capacity. 

 

This limiting factor of psychoanalysis informs my art practice because The Letting Go is an embodied 

experience. It is critical that we commence by anchoring in the quiet of the body, with minimal 

narrative or descriptive language and no talking. Effectively I am also landing in my body and guiding 

both of us to a state of embodied collaboration.  

 

I then establish touch with the participant. 

 

“Can I hold your hands?”  

 

We sit opposite each other, either on stools or large cushions of contrasting colours. Unlike most 

clinician’s offices, the participant is empowered to choose their seat and position, as an iteration of 

their autonomy and the collaborative process we are about to undergo. The cushion’s contrasting 

colours (i.e. gold and red or pink and white) are a colourful icebreaker and behavioural indicator. We 

hold each other’s hands, close our eyes, and I lead us both through an exercise of tracking physical 

sensations in the body, the senses and our surroundings, finding a relaxing self-focus that brings us 

together as we attend to our breathing.   

 

Holding hands with another is so simple, but it is a challenging activity for most of us. This action is 

employed because holding hands forces us to open ourselves as strangers and to the unfamiliar – 

and immediately establishes vulnerability for us both. In his inspiringly sad memoir before his 
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premature death, the artist Christoph Schlingensief echoes Brené Brown’s invitation (2010) to address 

our shame around vulnerability. He acknowledges its importance not only in his life and work but 

implores us to do the same, by owning and speaking our failings, longings, self-delusions – in effect 

our vulnerabilities, “My God, what is so wrong about that?” (2012, 20)45. Chödrön has studied 

vulnerability both in practice and theory since her ordainment as a nun in 1974 and discusses how it 

underlies many of our uncomfortable emotions. She describes vulnerability as our “soft spot”, 

revealing that it responds to “the basic fragility of existence”, claiming that we avoid vulnerability 

because it is frustrating, shameful and “painful to experience” and describes it somatically as a “raw” 

and “restless, hot energy”. Like Brown and Schlingensief, Chödrön recognises that vulnerability 

needs to be acknowledged to experience the tenderness of life and as a source of growth, but to do 

that we need patience and to surrender to the idea of failing. She suggests that we slow down and 

pause in the midst of an uncomfortable emotion (be it rage or fear) and rather than acting on the 

“usual, habitual response”, we cease the self-talk, become “totally honest with yourself about what 

you are feeling and then connect with and relax into the soft spot.” At the same time, she 

acknowledges how challenging this is, and that it requires constant retraining in “failing better”.46 

 

To work optimally with the other, The Letting Go involves me becoming self-aware and intimate with 

my vulnerability. Only then can the simple—but startlingly intimate—invitation to hold hands, occur. 

Performed with utmost respect and integrity, as a ritual of care, it not only honours the ethical 

commitment47 but also invites an authentic process and conscious participation. Here the participant 

has the opportunity to receive trust through the body, rather than assume it (by way of what I have 

                                                
45 Translated from Schlingensief’s: “All diese Sachen, all diese Wünsche und Sehnsüchte, die man hatte und die 
man nicht erfüllen konnte, der Selbstbetrug, das Scheitern – das ist doch wichtig, dass man das bekannt gibt, für 
sich selbst und vielleicht auch mal zum Nachlesen. Mein Gott, was soll daran falsch sein?” (my translation). 
 
46 Chödrön, Practicing Peace in Times of War, 2007, 38 – 42; 2008, 4 and 2015 (in Chödrön’s Fail. Fail again. 
Fail Better, she references the well-known Samuel Beckett quote, from his 1983 novella Worstward Ho: “Ever 
tried. Ever failed. No matter. Try Again. Fail again. Fail better.”). 
 
47 Although I don’t identify as a somatic therapist and am not a member of a somatic association, my best 
practice is most closely aligned with and hence informed by the current guidelines for Ethical Responsibilities 
(2011) as issued by the ASPA (Australian Somatic Psychotherapy Association).  
These guidelines address:  
• Values (respect, integrity, best practice, professional development, appreciating diversity, understanding and 
honouring distress and suffering);  
• Principles (fidelity, autonomy, beneficence, non-malfeasance, justice, self-respect);  
• Moral Qualities (empathy, sincerity, integrity, authenticity, resilience, respect, humility, competence, fairness, 
wisdom, courage). 
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said, what they may have seen or read about me or the process, or through the waiver which 

discusses confidentiality48). Here we are both choosing to be vulnerable to what is about to happen. 

 

At this point in the performance, we are embedded in the Landing in Our Bodies49 act, an invitation 

to initiate a dialogue through the body: our bodies. As a collaborative process, it also invites 

surrender, not only to our current, individual state but also simultaneously to the other. In essence, 

we are holding each other’s hands in silence.  

In his practice with performers (actors, dancers and musicians), the artist and director David Pledger 

employs a process of proprioceptive awareness he has developed, called Body Listening50. Framing 

this artistic group process as both an artistic and social practice, the body is harnessed “as an ear, the 

skin as a fleshy receptor”, and through my conversations and work with Pledger, I am reminded so 

viscerally of the sensitive art of listening and sensing not with, but through the body. It also happens 

circumferentially, into the social, because Pledger’s Body Listening is practised by way of 360 

degrees, with the body “listening” and connecting with other performers, not only from the front but 

in the round – to be sensed, without the benefit of sight. This correlates well with the notion of the 

person in connection with their society. In Web of Silence (2017), Pledger writes,  

“Beneath Logic.  

And Time.  

Lies our facility for sensing.  

We sense what we can neither smell, see, nor hear.  

We sense ourselves. We sense others. We sense our bodies and theirs.”  

Here Pledger poetically describes non-dual awareness (Shusterman, 2008, 8; Welwood, 2000, 121), 

and the interconnection (between self, other and audience) that informs not only this act (Landing in 

the Body) but flows through as a guiding principle for The Letting Go.  

                                                
48 Refer to Appendix: 13 for the “The Letting Go Waiver”. 
 
49 During Landing in Our Bodies, I perform a straightforward and spontaneous guided instruction in as few 
words as possible, with pauses and devoid of labels such as ‘mindfulness’, ‘meditation’ or ‘Buddhism’. Although 
my longstanding meditation practice informs this stage, the term ‘meditation’ incorrectly places my process 
within a complex tradition – and one that is also usually practised without touch (the invitation to hold hands). 
Such terminology may also cause expectations or prejudices in participants, which could hinder our process. 

50 Body Listening is informed by, amongst others, David Pledger’s studies with Tadashi Suzuki (The Suzuki 
Acting Method), Australian Rules Football, Feldenkrais, Pilates and contemporary performance practice. 
Pledger’s PhD, Wall of Noise, Web of Silence (2017), details this methodology. 
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I listen, with my body, for a pulse.  

Whose heart is racing?  

Mine?  

Landing in Our Bodies helps me ‘tune in’ to the other,  

by sensing the level of trust and somatic tension  

via intuitive, somatic or cognitive means.  

I’m also tuning in to my mediation,  

oscillating between responsibility and sensations, our embodied touch  

and participant agency.  

How much or little will a person relinquish?  

Where is resistance felt, held or perceived?  

Do I feel a heightened pulse or sweaty hands?  

Where am I holding, thinking, assessing or drifting off?  

Will the participant be able to perceive and identify their obstacle?  

Perhaps they may hear it in their body  

before  

we begin to identify it in words? 51  

 

In Pledger’s Body Listening, bodies do not touch. In her over-30-year practice as a Body 

Psychotherapist Gill Westland poses the valuable question, “Why are we not touching more?” and 

claims that despite its professional popularity and evidential benefits, the ‘touch debate’ is still 

remarkably slow, uncomfortable and polarised amongst psychotherapists, due to common 

assumptions, such as the rule of abstinence52, sexual acting out, aggression, fear of litigation, the risk 

management culture, the challenges in working with trauma – the list is endless. If “the touch 

experience gap” (2011, 19) is bridged it is done by employing modalities such as massage or 

craniosacral therapy alongside analysis. Westland makes the point that the confusion often arises as 

to the purpose of touch, such as whether it is employed symbolically or physiologically; to reduce, lift 

or gratify states, or as a cathartic tool (18), and she draws our attention to the nuances of playful, 

soothing, caring and pleasurable touch. Underpinned by Weber’s Field model (1990), Westland 

suggests ethical “contactful touch” as a beneficial way to relate (with clients) because it is relational, 

                                                
51 From my journal, 2016. 
 
52 According to Westland, the “rule of abstinence” is most common amongst Freudians, although it is also 
practised amongst Jungians (2011, 19). 
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present and “can be much deeper than any verbal communication” (24). The benefits Westland 

describes through “contactful touch” conform to my experiences and those of participants through 

The Letting Go. 

 

In an interview with the artist David Levine, Marina Abramović describes the “need for human 

contact” (2013, 41) as one of the defining successes of her most well-known durational performance 

work, The Artist is Present, performed at MoMA in 2010. Proposing that this “need for contact” is a 

longing for intimacy, then if we wish to initiate intimacy between another, an opening towards 

presence is required. Translating Abramović’s durational spectacle to a psychotherapeutic setting 

(talking therapies), her performance involved her capacity for “unconditional presence” (Welwood, 

2000, 116). This ability “to meet experience fully and directly, without filtering it through any 

conceptual or strategic agenda” is a capacity that Welwood describes in his training with 

psychotherapists as “the most powerful transmuting force there is” (117) towards a clients’ 

improvement and one that departs “radically” (121) from conventional therapy because it does not 

aim to solve a problem, instead it opens towards and embodies experience. This non-dual approach 

dissolves a boundary, the boundary between the therapist and client, artist and audience, between 

people – and rather than either party feeling obliged to go along with a prescribed agenda, there is 

space for relaxation, which encourages openness, and in this openness, self-awareness can flourish. 

Intimacy requires risk, and if I engaged in the quandaries of a risk-averse culture, then there would 

also be no space for curiosity, mystery or joy – essential to the artistic process. 

 

Intuiting when we close this stage, (the timing is anything between 5 and 15 minutes), I invite the 

participant to open their eyes, and we release our touch.  

 

Contrary to expectations, The Letting Go enveloped me in great gentleness and optimism. 

The transparent, collaborative process was overpowering, and the clarity that followed 

helped to change my perspective on the patterns, repetitions and structures that imprisoned 

me. Suddenly I was noticing all the gaps as opportunities, freedoms … in-betweens. 

Frauke, Hamburg, Day 61 53 

                                                
53 Edited participant feedback originating from the two-day durational performance (July 25 – 26, 2015) as part 
of the exhibition: Tattoo, Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, Hamburg, February 13 – September 6, 2015.  
Transl. from: "The Letting Go war für mich, ganz entgegen meiner Erwartung, von einer großen Sanftmut und 
Versöhnlichkeit gezeichnet. Die Klarheit der gemeinsamen Wortfindung im Gespräch mit Dir Natascha war 
überrumpelnd. Es fand ein schöner Perspektivwechsel in dem Loslassen der Muster, Wiederholungen und 
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Cirikovic, Irma. Natascha Stellmach performing The Letting Go at Berlin Festival with Marisa, September 6 – 7, 
2014, Digital Photograph, 2014. 

  

                                                                                                                                                   
Strukturen die mich "bekerkern" statt. Plötzlich bemerkte ich all die Zwischenräume als Möglichkeiten, Freiräume 
... In  between. Die Bloodline ist mittlerweile ganz verschwunden und etwas in mir ist im Inneren 
fassbarer geworden.” (my translation). 
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2. IDENTIFYING AN OBSTACLE AND ITS WORD 

 

We remain in the first set, still seated opposite each other, and now from this foundation of 

embodiment, we look at each other long enough to gaze into the other’s eyes and, although we have 

released our touch, this intimate pause retains our connection and reiterates a foundation of trust 

strong enough for me to pose the decisive question:  

  

“What would you like to let go of?” 

 

My question intentionally comes out of nowhere, and it initiates the one-to-one, confidential enquiry 

to identify the word.  

 

Why identify a word? Why do we expect so much of words?  

 

From the advent of literature in ancient Egypt—think of Isis and the strength she emanated through 

words54—the enacting capacity of language is well recorded. The deconstructionist approach of the 

literary theorist, Geoffrey Hartman and his distillation of the multifaceted human experience of “text” 

are most relevant to The Letting Go: “The medicinal function of literature is to word a wound that 

words have made” (1981, 133). His hypothesis and this paradox of the wounding-healing word is 

central to both the symbolic and literal use of language in The Letting Go, in particular, his term, the 

“word-wound”, which is central to this practice. Similarly, Jeannette Winterson elucidates how words 

are not purely symbolic and how affecting a force language is to the human condition by arguing that 

even if words often fail us in times of grief and stress, language is ultimately healing. Language is not 

simply the “normal discourse” of our everyday lives and conversations that are often ensconced in 

the flood of “news”; it can also be the “heightened language” of artists because: 

“there are the words. Somebody has deep-dived them for me and brought them back to the 

surface … from … the place where there are no words, that awful place where language 

doesn’t take us, where we cannot say, where we cannot speak. And the reason why we can 

trust our writers, our poets, our artists is that they are able to deep-dive those places and 

bring it back up, so that you can find it (language).”55   

                                                
54 Isis was an Egyptian Goddess during the Old Kingdom (c. 2686–2181 BCE).  
(accessed March 10, 2018), http://www.reshafim.org.il/ad/egypt/texts/re_and_isis.htm. 
 
55 Jeannette Winterson, The Edinburgh Book Festival (transcript from a 2010 speech held in 2010). (accessed 
November 25, 2017), https://www.edbookfest.co.uk/media-gallery/item/jeanette-winterson#. 
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A participant response that connects this symbiosis between flesh and meaning—the fusion between 

the emotional places we inhabit in which we can find no words with words—with what the artist can 

offer, was expressed just so: 

 

Your writing and this word on my skin 

revealed something I held inside 

and so it became unavoidable, 

to not meet me. 

Eva, Berl in, Day 69 56     

 

Having established trust and somatic reflection through the Landing in Our Bodies stage, now 

authentic communication needs to be established. Thus, the response to the question that informs 

this entire project, What would you like to let go of? needs to be fully recognised – by both the 

participant and myself. Moreover, through our embodied presence, the participant is encouraged to 

voice the obstacle, to talk until there is no more to say57. Mediating the process by listening 

attentively to the participant’s response—occasionally enquiring and scribbling keywords—my focus 

is keen. 

 

Already by the 1950s, the pioneering neo-Freudian German psychoanalyst Karen Horney had 

established ‘attention’ as the cornerstone of an effective psychotherapeutic technique. No stranger to 

Zen Buddhism, Horney defined “attention” in terms of multifaceted, overlapping qualities, which she 

called, “wholehearted, comprehensive and productive”. Other psychoanalysts that followed her, such 

as Nina Coltart have also recognised the “healing potential of bare attention” (Mace, 2008, 55 – 56) 

and its interplay with both psychoanalysis and Buddhism. Similarly, the Tibetan Chögyam Trungpa 

                                                                                                                                                   
 
56 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + 
Partner, Berlin. Translated from: “Durch die Schrift und das Wort auf meiner Haut war etwas innerliches nach 
außen gebracht und so kam ich nicht mehr darum herum, mir selbst zu begegnen.” (my translation). 
 
57 Stream of consciousness (William James, 1890) is used in psychology and literature as a narrative method, 
and the phrase is as old as early Buddhist scriptures dating from the fourth to fifth-century CE. Freudian ‘Free 
Association’ borrowed heavily from this technique, which equally influence my work. Freud described this “quiet, 
unreflecting self-observation” the “fundamental technical rule of analysis” and, although not to be compared 
with analysis, during my sessions I encourage the participant to express themselves—in confidence—irrespective 
of whether what they say may seem disagreeable, indiscreet, unimportant, irrelevant or nonsensical.  
Freud, Introductory Lectures on Psycho-Analysis, 1991, 328.  
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Rinpoche has referred to the healing relationship, from a Vajrayana Buddhist perspective, as a 

meeting of two minds, in which an open dialogue can occur that is not “particularly mystical, just very 

simple, direct communication”58 – a dialogue that embraces an atmosphere of acceptance, 

awareness and empathy. For healing to take place, he stresses the importance of being goalless and 

having instead “an interest in people’s suffering and conflicts”, which he calls being “open”. Both 

Horney and Trungpa’s complementary approaches and use of terms such as attention and openness 

inform the focussed presence that I cultivate to be fully available to the participant. 

 

Correspondingly, these approaches echo The Letting Go’s philosophical underpinnings and the 

interdisciplinary nature of performance art per se. Without denying the power of the act of speaking 

and the “enunciation” of psychoanalysis (Lacan, 1953), which assumes that “the cure” resides in the 

“speaking of the symptom”, and once the “symptom” is expressed, the power it holds over the 

person, due to its unconscious repression, has the potential to become less amplified (Phelan, 1993, 

168 – 69), in The Letting Go, this terminology is avoided. Indeed my semantic choices depart 

radically from those used in psychoanalysis and Buddhism. During this set, which explicitly harnesses 

language I avoid concepts such as trauma, catharsis, meditation, (emotional) healing, and 

transformation, so as not to situate The Letting Go in the authorised spaces of those paradigms. 

These concepts are also presumptive for the participant. Instead, the terms mediation, vulnerability, 

reflection, attention, self-awareness, acceptance and change are more impartial and historically 

accurate to this project, and also suggest that: 

1. the participant is invited to go through a process, first with me, (or partly public if 

chosen), and then within their lives;   

2.  the process is ongoing and is both personal and social.   

 

Once the participant voices the obstacle—often both revealing and relieving—this concept still 

requires a name. In exploring the obstacle, in finding its name, we both experience this amplification, 

and it is only through naming that the first stage of release is possible. In exploring the “naming”, I 

employ various other aids and techniques next to stream of consciousness, including questioning, 

intuition, dictionaries, thesauri and anthologies of fears and phobias. Often this exploration is 

accompanied by what I call “the goosebump test”. If a word spontaneously gives me goosebumps, it 

is a somatic indicator that the word is right. Listening to my skin, not unlike Pledger’s tuning in to the 

“body as a fleshy ear” (2017), whenever goosebumps arise I tell the participant. Sometimes a 

participant will also reveal they have experienced this. In any case, although I suggest and guide, the 

                                                
58 Gimian, The Essential Chögyam Trungpa, 1999, 131-32. 
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final decision of a word resides with the participant. Beginning intuitively, we narrow a concept down 

to a shortlist, through a procedure most accurately described by the German word Anschauung 

(outlook) whose nuances define an intuition that is both contemplative and investigative. This 

Anschauung is informed by the word’s significance, meta-language and interpretation of the 

participant’s obstacle, and whether it best translates and represents their story and identity. In talking 

about the importance of signification, Hartman—referring to Saussure (semiotics), Freud (revenant) 

and Derrida (names as puns)—suggests that words, when used to name, accrue a power, akin to a 

secret code, password, or anagram, enabling them to “pierce the opacity of our ignorance” (1981, 

127) and open towards meaning. 

 

Hamsa, who participated in a public museum performance, provides a pertinent example of the 

dialogic process that can ensue: 

 

Incidentally, my nickname is Ray – telling, because it’s only when I finally let go of my 

“pseudo appearance” that I’ll be capable of transforming “pretence into radiance”.  

Hamsa, Langenhagen, Day 10 59 

 

Hamsa’s response describes how living with his word-wound Schein (German for shine but also 

sham), enabled the realisation of the relationship between his obstacle and nickname and how this 

naming constructively opened up meaning. This opening is akin to French poets who search for their 

peau de mots (skin of words)60, and so we too, arrive at this – the participant’s ‘skin word’, which 

literally names the personal obstacle, a word representing what it is the participant would like to ‘let 

go of’.  

 

On a piece of paper, I write this word with a marker and tear it into a palm-sized piece. We use it as a 

template to determine body placement and size of the script and I encourage the participant to hold 

onto it. Often this correlates to where the participant somatically perceives this name, as it did for 

                                                
59 Edited participant feedback originating from the two-day performance at Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, 
Hamburg (July 25 – 26, 2015). 
Translated from: “Mein Spitzname ist übrigens Ray - und das passt auch dazu, dass ich mit meinen "Strahlen" 
bald endlich vollständig mein Licht "scheinen" lassen kann, wenn ich den "falschen SCHeIN" nun loslasse ... :-) 
... und er sich transformiert ... vom ‘SCHeIN zum STRaHLeN.’” (my translation). 
 
60 Anzieu, The Skin Ego, 1989, 17. 
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Rachel, “I chose my stomach as the place for my tattoo as it is where I hold my fear.”61 Again, 

language and soma combine consciously and spontaneously, not unlike a ‘gut feeling’ or the 

“conscious bodily feelings” inherent to somatic reflection (Shusterman, 2008, 113). Simultaneous 

interests that determine the “where” are shared with “regular tattooing”62 and address pragmatic 

considerations63 such as privacy, physical activities, dermatological concerns, other tattoos (if 

applicable), visibility and aesthetics.  

 

I had several expectations, tried to imagine the needle’s pain when it penetrates the skin, 

thought about words and came with all of this to you. To find tranquillity.  

Which surprised me. Even more surprising was the sudden moment of clarity. 

That moment in which the word appeared, the word that says all those things 

that have been impossible to express in words. I only felt the wound when I read the word on 

my skin. That word made visible and legible things, which had been hidden within me for 

years. 

Selina, Nürnberg, Day 2 64 

 

 

                                                
61 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + Partner, 
Berlin. Original text. 
 
62 “Regular tattooing” refers to a professionally performed tattoo, which results in an “indelible design“ through 
the use of pigment punctured into the dermis of the skin.  
Oxford Dictionaries, http://www.oxforddictionaries.com/definition/english/tattoo?q=tattoo#tattoo-2. 
(accessed 15 May 2014).  
 
63 Pragmatic considerations include:  
• privacy (does the participant want to reveal this word at work, socially or at the gym?);  
• dermatological concerns (moles, scars, thin, extruding or hardened skin);  
• visibility (does the participant wish to see the word-wound easily without strain?); 
• relationship to and dialogue with other tattoos, if applicable (is proximity or space between the two required?); 
• physical or strenuous activities (especially those localised to an area of the body);  
• special clothing/equipment (required for work or other activities);  
• aesthetics.  
 
64 Edited participant feedback originating from the two-day performance (October 24 – 25, 2015) as part of the 
exhibition: Skin Stories, Kunst Galerie Fürth, Germany, October 10 – November 8, 2015.  
Translated from: “Ich hatte viel erwartet, hatte versucht mir den Schmerz vorzustellen, wenn die Nadel in die 
Haut sticht, hatte überlegt in welchem Wort ich fassen könnte, was ich los lassen möchte und bin mit diesen 
Gedanken zu Dir gekommen. Was ich bei Dir fand war Ruhe. Was mich sehr erstaunt hat und was ich auch nicht 
erwartet hatte, war der plötzliche Moment von Klarheit. Der Moment in dem das Wort zu mir kam, das erzählt, 
was ich bislang nicht in Worte fassen konnte. (Das Stechen tat kaum weh und) die Wunde habe ich erst gespürt 
als das Wort auf mir zu lesen war. Sichtbar und lesbar was seit Jahren unsichtbar in mir war.” (my translation). 
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In closing this set, language is again harnessed persuasively by assigning a “safeword”65, which is 

determined by the participant. Although at several points throughout the upcoming process I 

encourage participants to reflect on whether they wish to pause or opt out, having the safeword 

reiterates the participants’ autonomy, agency—as well as my ethical responsibility—and allows them, 

should they wish, to signal to me to cease the session. In the sessions to date, no safewords have 

been uttered. 

 

 

 

Schwender, Joana. Spectators watch Natascha Stellmach performing The Letting Go with Lea, through glass at 
Kunst Galerie Fürth, Germany (October 24 – 25, 2015), Digital Photograph, 2015. 
 

 

  

                                                
65 A safeword is a code word that is neither 'stop' nor 'no' and is commonly used in sport or erotic practices. In 
medicine, such as in dentistry, it is common that the patient raise a hand if discomfort arises. In a recent Letting 
Go session the safeword was Lemon. 
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3. EMBODYING THE WORD 
 

It is especially powerful to be confronted by a word as a wound on one’s own body. 

Unsettling, but brings with it great clarity.  

Katja, Hamburg, Day 30 66 

 

With the “paper-word” in the palm of their hand, the participant and I move to the second set. Here 

the atmosphere is restorative. The set objects include a raised plinth—designed for comfort (padded, 

with an electric blanket option) and hygiene (polypropylene cover)—an equipment trolley with a lamp 

and a kneeling cushion (for the artist). This setting indicates the continuation of a safe embodied 

practice and the moment we have been building towards—where the participant is invited to receive 

their word, inscribed on the skin, by the artist—and is therefore often the most intense.  

 

While the participant holds onto their “paper-word”, I don nitrile gloves,  

remove covers, test the equipment and adjust the cluster of needles,  

and we transition gradually into the act of inscription.  

From a position of service (kneeling), I maintain contact with the participant through touch 

and talk, not much, but enough to assure and inform,  

describing my actions and mediating,  

“to witness the sensations and breath in the body, in your skin.”  

Slipping on fresh gloves, I prepare their skin with a plant-based soap  

and a petroleum-free ointment and indicate it’s time to begin.  

I suggest they close their eyes and embody the experience,  

and that the ride will be brief. 67 

 

Using a tattoo machine with a rotary liner in the usual way, which consists of a fine cluster of needles 

that penetrate the skin to the dermis (to a depth of between 1.5 and 2mm); I tattoo without the 

                                                
66 Edited participant feedback originating from the two-day performance at Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, 
Hamburg (July 25 – 26, 2015). 
Transl. from: “Es hat eine besondere Macht, wenn einem eine Wunde als Wort entgegen tritt. Das verstört. 
Bringt aber auch Klarheit, Deutlichkeit.” (my translation). 
 
67 From my journal, 2016. 
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permanence of ink or carbon. This technique is called bloodlining68 and a bloodline tattoo differs 

from regular tattoos in that it involves the inscribing of a line on the skin without ink. 

 

What is a wound? How can a physical wound help us explore a psychic one consciously and, rather 

than our feeling oppressed by it so that this wound does not just happen to us, it allows us to 

participate moment-by-moment? 

 

In preparing to inscribe, the attribute of trust returns potently due to the perceived and real risks69 

associated with tattooing and the consensual surrendering of the site on the participant’s body. 

Again, the process relies on collaboration and my ethical commitment. Without a secure foundation 

of trust, performing this act would be impossible. Here, transgression is at its height, because we are 

radically departing from most performance, therapeutic and tattooing practices.  

 

In the case of performance, it is rare that artists physically wound their participants. Except for body 

modification, BDSM70 practices or tattooing, where this may be the case, these consensual practices 

are usually performed in private or closed groups, workshops or festivals. With the performative turn 

of the 1960s, performance art began its trajectory of violence, pain, endurance and bloodletting. 

Artists included the Viennese Actionists, Mike Parr, Chris Burden, Gina Pane, Marina Abramovic, 

Stelarc, Orlan, Kiera O’Reilly, amongst others. They belonged to the canon of Body Art, where 

actions are predominantly inflicted upon the artists themselves by themselves or others, and 

witnessed by the audience, whether individually, collectively or through the documentation of 

moving or still image. Precisely this fact, and consciously working outside the realm of violence, 

situates The Letting Go outside Body Art.  

                                                
68 Bloodlining is a technique used by tattooists to assist in realistic image rendering. By creating an outline 
without ink, the tattooist can create a temporary outline to shade adequately within the line. This outline is made 
with a tattoo machine and is essentially a cut, which either becomes red and irritated or bleeds, hence the term 
bloodline. The wound is temporary and in time, can no longer be seen as part of the illustration. 
 
69 The perceived and real risks of tattooing are: the perception of others, infection and contagious disease. 

(Communicable Disease Control Section, Department of Human Services, “Health Guidelines for Personal Care 

and Body Art Industries”, 2004, 48 – 56.) 

 
70 The acronym BDSM stands for Bondage, Discipline (or domination), Sadism and Masochism and refers to 
erotic practices that often involve roleplaying. 
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There is an extensive legacy of artistic tattoo projects across Body Art (Japanese Irezumi practice 

dating from c. 300 CE, Wim Delvoye’s tattoo works and pig-tattooing Art Farm, 1998 – 201071), 

Performance (Valie Export’s Body Sign Action, 1970; Tim Ulrichs as a Human Target, 1971/74) and 

Photography (Opie’s, Self-Portrait / Cutting, 1993), with premises that range from body image, 

spirituality and aesthetics to memento mori and politics. The Spanish artist Santiago Sierra’s artistic 

line-tattoo projects, such as Person paid to have a 30 cm line tattooed on them, Regina Street # 51, 

Mexico City, May 1998, or the collective tattoo work in 1999, where “Sierra permanently tattooed six 

unemployed young men in Havana, Cuba, for the sum of 30 US dollars each”72, are examples of a 

controversial, socio-political performance practice that has harnessed tattooing by “transforming 

individuals into consumer goods”73. His practice implicates his viewers in its critique on “work and 

worth, between poverty and the exclusivity of the international art world”74, and, through 

performances or documentation, divides people into “those that work and those that watch”75. 

Hence, his use of marginalised people has been labelled, “exploitative”76. Other than the use of a 

tattoo machine on the skin (which Sierra outsources to a tattoo artist) and the critique of authorial 

systems, The Letting Go shares little with practices such as Sierra’s, which is positioned here at the far 

end of the spectrum of artist tattoo practices. In The Letting Go, participants are not permanently 

marked in a representational socio-political commentary. Instead, their mark becomes a temporary 

code relating directly to their uniquely personal, lived experience, which they can choose to share or 

                                                
71 Wim Delvoye’s website: https://wimdelvoye.be/work/tattoo-works/ (accessed February 13, 2018). 
 
72 From the Kaldor Art Projects website (no author listed) 
http://kaldorartprojects.org.au/projects/project-22-santiago-sierra (accessed February 13, 2018). 
The work I refer to: 250 cm Line Tattooed On 6 Paid People, Havana, Cuba, 1999, gelatin silver print on paper, 
76.2 × 104.1 cm, Galerie Thomas Zander, Cologne 
https://www.artsy.net/artwork/santiago-sierra-250-cm-line-tattooed-on-6-paid-people-havana-cuba 
(accessed February 13, 2018). 
 
73 From Sierra’s biography on the Lisson Gallery website, a gallery that represents Sierra. 
The work referred to: Person paid to have a 30 cm line tattooed on them, Regina Street # 51, Mexico City, May 
1998, 2016, Black and white print, 1998, 211 x 150 cm 
https://www.lissongallery.com/artists/santiago-sierra (accessed February 13, 2018). 
 
74 http://www.tate.org.uk/art/artists/santiago-sierra-6878/santiago-sierra-performance-and-controversy 
(accessed February 13, 2018) 
 
75 Ibid. 73. 
 
76 Ibid. 73. 
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not, and hence empowers their sense of agency. Here, to paraphrase a 1970s’ slogan77, The Letting 

Go becomes political because it is personal. 

 

Your project sounded very powerful, but feeling it "from the inside"  

is even more amazing - it has made a huge impact on my life. 

I feel like the whole process of coming up with the word  

has really helped me pinpoint and become aware of my emotions  

and getting the tattoo has transformed all the overwhelming feelings 

into temporary letters that at the same time have taken the form 

of a very positive message for myself. 

Elena, Melbourne, Day 5  78 

 

The tattoo machine’s whirr is especially affecting and acts as an aural anchor to situate the participant 

within the sensory experience, which has been described by participants as “burning”, “strong”, 

“nothing on childbirth”, “painful” to varying degrees, “a piece of cake next to a blackwork tattoo”, 

“surprisingly relaxing” – or as Rachel writes, “Fortunately, it wasn’t a particularly painful experience, 

more like having an annoying buzzy bee crawling slowly across my stomach.”79  

 

My guidance and the somatic experience provide the other anchor, encouraging the participant to 

feel the sensations created by the tattoo needles as they form each letter, rather than to be 

influenced visually (by blood or aesthetics), in order to sink deeply into somatic reflection. Working 

slowly to encourage the felt experience and allowing for respite, I inscribe the word in upper and 

lowercase lettering. Intentionally simple to eschew adornment, the word usually measures between 3 

– 20cm long and 1 – 3 cm high. The technique is a freehand meld of pointillism (more common in 

                                                
77 Carol Hanisch’s paper, “The Personal Is Political,” was originally published in Notes from the Second Year: 
Women’s Liberation in 1970 and its title coined by its editors Shulie Firestone and Anne Koedt. What this article 
shares with this thesis is the critique of authorial systems and therapy by calling it a misnomer: “Therapy assumes 
that someone is sick and that there is a cure”. 
http://www.carolhanisch.org/CHwritings/PIP.html (accessed February 13, 2018). 
 
78 From a private Letting Go session in 2015. Original text. 
 
79 Anecdotal descriptions by private participants. Rachel’s comment: Original text. 
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traditional bamboo tattooing) and machined line work that is literally stitched 80 across the skin and 

acts to “pinpoint” the concept on the body, as Eli suggests above,. During the inscription, the wound 

might welt but usually bleeds. The inscription becomes a bleeding word: a word-wound. 

 

Tattoos were once strong identifiers of culture and indigenous values and also used commonly for 

medicinal purposes to relieve both physical and psychological ailments. These “therapeutic corporeal 

markings” (Krutak, 2013, 27-8), performed in animistic traditions, often incorporated medicinal plants 

within the pigment and are still upheld in select traditional societies today (Cummings & White, 2011; 

Krutak, 1999, 2007, 2012, 2013; Vater & Thaewchatturat, 2011) 81. Benthien describes how, unlike 

contemporary medical practices where a wound is regarded as pathological, archaic medical 

practices that wounded the skin were seen as therapeutic because they “opened”, “evacuated”, 

“actively damaged” and “cleared a path” (such as scarification and bloodletting82) in the act of 

purification. Today the only reminder of such treatments is the “hygienic, bloodless and non-scarring 

practice of acupuncture” (2001, 41). This twentieth-century alteration in medical practices, from “the 

skin as a therapeutic organ” to the dominant paradigm of the epidermis as a “flawless” surface (41), 

illustrates a turn that simultaneously occurred with tattoos. Across contemporary culture, it is only in 

the last two decades that tattoos and tattooing have shifted from being “marks of infamy”83 to once 

again being culturally acceptable. Tattooing has also been adopted as a contemporary therapeutic 

approach in practices associated with trauma and rehabilitation, such as the body reclamation and 

celebration of recovery for breast cancer survivors (Mifflin, 2014; Bell, 2006). The common practice of 

the “memorial tattoo” is another therapeutic approach, which Miori (2012, 203) defines as an 

                                                
80 The tattoo anthropologist Lars Krutak refers to his research and evidence by Allison et al. (1981), suggesting 
that women were often “the primary tattooists when areas of skin were stitched with pigment” (Krutak, 2007, 
193; 2013, 31)) and that this skin-stitching shared similarities with the “facial embroidery” of the Yupiget and 
other Arctic peoples (here Krutak refers to Allison et al. 1981, 221).  
 
81 The tattoo anthropologist Lars Krutak claims that the oldest evidence of tattooing is cosmetic and the second 
oldest is medicinal, with 80% of the inked markings on the 5300 year-old European Iceman, Ötzi, corresponding 
to Chinese acupuncture points. (Gambino, Can Tattoos Be Medicinal? 2010). 
 
82 Up until the early eighteenth century, bloodletting was used as a therapeutic intervention and healing 
involved “clearing a path to the surface” whereby “if a body did not open on its own, an exit was created 
through bleeding or a blistering dressing” (Benthien, Skin, 39).  
In the nineteenth century a German therapy called Lebenwecker (life awakener) utilized a “club studded with 
needles” in association with irritants (oil or tea) as one of several therapies designed to “actively damage in 
order to affect the inside”.  
It is fascinating that it was only in the twentieth century that this model was reversed from active wounding to 
one that preserved the “flawlessness” of the epidermis. (Benthien, Skin, 39 – 43). 
 
83 Jones, Stigma and Tattoo, 2000, 1. 
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unsentimental adaption of a life-altering event that becomes part-personal narrative, part-talisman. 

The reclaiming and reframing of identity are aspects shared with The Letting Go. Although I am 

inscribing lines on the body with a tattoo machine, the dissimilarity to regular tattoos—which places 

the emphasis on the aesthetics of permanence and ink—creates a point of departure with The Letting 

Go whose emphasis is on process, embodiment and impermanence, and hence places it outside the 

common practice of tattoo art.  

 

The horror of having that word scrawled above my ass forever gave me a  

much-needed kick. It’s more than the fear though – I named my problem.  

Natascha helped me. 

Lily, Melbourne, Day 10 84 

 

As Lily’s comment suggests, this naming of an obstacle and its inscription may well give rise to self-

awareness. It could be the act of penetration or the adrenalin, cortisol and endorphins that provoke 

the “kick” to which she refers, or perhaps the “bloodletting”. Alternatively, it could be the temporal 

embodiment. Given the “scrawl”, perhaps Lily’s “horror” refers to memories of macabre cinematic 

allusions such as the 1973 cult film, The Exorcist 85. Or, older literary associations such as Kafka’s 

chilling 1914 short story, In The Penal Colony, where word-wound “sentences” are “inscribed” on the 

body of a prisoner by an authorial machine with “two kinds of needles in multiple patterns” (Kafka, 

1995, 201) in an inhumane 12-hour “performance”, an act of torturous execution and spectatorship. 

In Kafka’s brutal depiction, which may correspond with executions practised in the Middle Ages 

(Stoica, 2009, 23), the word-wound is symbolic of comprehension, knowledge and enlightenment 

because it is “understood” not through the prisoner’s eyes but deciphered through his skin. So 

                                                
84 Edited participant feedback originating from a private Letting Go session. 
 
85 Friedkin, The Exorcist, 1973.  
This horror film is based on the 1971 novel by William Peter Blatty, who also wrote the screenplay and 
intertwines two plots: the horror story of a teenage girl who is possessed by a mysterious entity, and the spiritual 
drama of a priest who fears he is losing his faith. In one scene the text “Help me” appears in blood as if 
emanating from the girl’s insides.  
The participant Reinhard refers to The Exorcist and originates from the performances at Kunst Galerie Fürth, 
October 10 – November 8, 2015:  
“Later I’m reminded of a scene from the movie The Exorcist. The scene in which the writing “Help me” appears 
on the belly of the possessed girl.”  
Transl. from: “Später fällt mir eine Szene aus dem Film "Der Exorzist" ein. Die Szene, in der sich auf dem Bauch 
des besessenen Mädchens die Schrift "Help me" abzeichnet” (my translation). 
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although the masochistic element of pain and erotic transcendence are apparent, the notion of skin 

and language as the portal to the psyche is a strong analogy for The Letting Go. Here Kafka predates 

the notion of the skin not only as a surface and barrier but the skin as a brain that can perceive the 

meanings of words. This concept was studied at length by the French psychoanalyst Didier Anzieu, 

and coined the Skin Ego in 1978 – which Benthien (208) argues was also predated by another of 

Kafka’s contemporaries, the Austrian writer Musil in 1911.  

 

Interestingly, current biomedical research conducted at Harvard Medical School in association with 

MIT’s Media Lab, The Dermal Abyss86, returns to such connotations in its application of artistic 

tattooing and bio-sensitive tattoo ink to incorporate biosensors in the skin as a health monitor that 

“informs” a person whether they are dehydrated or have changing blood sugar levels. The research, 

which is also testing light-sensitive invisible inks, has implications for ethics, art and science, 

especially if our personal (physiological) information becomes more publically accessible (the skin as a 

screen/monitor) and permanent (tattoo ink). Drawing parallels with The Letting Go, which rather than 

physiological information, presents personal ‘psychological information’ on view— albeit 

temporarily—Anzieu’s “skin as brain” theory (The Skin Ego), may not be so far-fetched after all and 

will be discussed further in the sub-chapter, Healing The Word-Wound. 

 

Kafka’s story of a deathly inscription machine predated the real horrors of tattooing perpetrated by 

Nazi Germany, on both prisoners and SS officers, by almost 30 years. These WWII cruelties have 

become etched in the collective memory. Such associations, including fears of stigma or ostracism—

not unlike Cain and his ‘biblical’ mark—can be interpreted as a torturous form of scarification or 

branding87. Other negative associations include, self-harm, also known as SIV (self-inflicted violence) 

and commonly known as “cutting”, which a participant echoes here:  

 

I had my hesitations. It could look like I was self-harming or destructive.  

                                                
86 Vega et al, The Dermal Abyss: Interfacing with The Skin by Tattooing Biosensors, 2017. 
 
87 Here I refer to permanent body modifications as performed consentingly, by practitioners and artists: 
Scarification occurs through the use of a surgical scalpel or laser, cutting approximately 2mm into the skin, often 
with the addition of tattoo ink, black ash or other substances, to form a keloid scar (Gay and Whittington, 2002, 
63 – 68).  
Branding occurs through the use of surgical steel, other metals, or a medical cautery pen, which is heated to 
high temperatures (593°C) to result in a 3rd degree burn and then a scar – creating a design that is “two to four 
times larger than the width of the metal that created the burn”. (Gay and Whittington, 2002, 68 – 70). 
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But this is precisely why I needed to get it done - to stop worrying about what others might 

think. 

Rachel, Brisbane, Day 23 88 

 

The word-wound, unlike scarification or branding, may disappear in anything between 10 days and 

13 months89, so how does The Letting Go not aestheticise self-harm (SIV)? These acts are deliberate 

inflictions by the person on themselves “in reaction to psychological and/or physical trauma” 

commonly related to “childhood abuse” (McLane, 1996, 109) and are interpreted as pathological 

when the self-harm is violent or “lacks aesthetic value or ritual significance to the community”. Self-

harm is often “performed secretly and with a level of shame” (Milia, 2000, 43), and in circumstances 

where the person’s speech has been “nullified” (Mclane, 110). If viewed as a sacred and conscious 

act, the self-harm can be experienced as “constructive”, “transformative” and even “transcendent” 

(Milia, 44/45). Parallels can also be made with the culturally accepted acts of traditional cultures 

(Krutak, Allison et al.), the political protests of asylum seekers sewing their lips shut90, the 

performative catharses of artists (Pane, Abramovic, O’Reilly), or the ritualised pain practices in BDSM. 

The Letting Go participants have described their experiences in similarly sublime ways as, 

“liberating”, “shamanic”, “drug-high”, “like Christmas morning”, “like a fucking exorcism” or “as if 

I’ve had really great sex”. The Letting Go also operates as a process that brings both the participant 

and the artist closer to the self. As indicated, it departs radically from the above institutions and 

associations (pathological, religious, institutional, Body Art and BDSM) by harnessing the significance 

of a word and the power of a wound, in a collaborative and consensual act of opening (vulnerability, 

trust, naming, identifying), self-reflective and public witnessing and then closing (the impermanence 

of pain and identification with the embodied self). Although a wound is performed, The Letting Go 

                                                
88 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + Partner, 
Berlin. Original text. 
 
89 Of the more than 100 Letting Go word-wounds performed thus far, none have lingered longer than thirteen 
months, although a period of complete vanishing of longer than a year is not out of the question. Not even the 
best surgeons can accurately predict when a wound may disappear. Such stunning uncertainty: this mantle of 
protection, our skin.  
 
90 In 2002, the artist Mike Parr responded to the actions, in 2002, of some of Australia’s asylum seekers in his 
performance, Close the Concentration Camps, as “an expression of solidarity and empathy with those in 
immigration detention centres whose desperate acts were labelled ‘blackmail’” by Prime Minister John Howard 
and offending ‘the sensitivities of Australians’ by Immigration Minister Philip Ruddock.” (Heinrich, 2002). 
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acts beneficently and in a non-maleficent way, by honouring the body, empowering the individual 

and encouraging self-care and public witnessing.  

 

 Suddenly it’s palpable. Quite unintentionally. My fingers navigate the word, 

 which has developed a hard scab. The word is palpable with my fingers and creates 

 some resistance. It’s as if it wants to stay around for longer and never disappear. 

 But it does, and I ask what it takes with it. Which wounds heal? Which remain? 

Selina, Nürnberg, Day 4 91 

 

For Selina, the word-wound enables her to see and touch her obstacle from the inside out and the 

outside in, together with its conceptualisation. Here the psychic wound is made not only visible but 

tactile and becomes a dynamic and direct reminder of the interconnection of skin and psyche, and 

the bridge that language can build toward self-awareness.  

 

 

Lelliott, Michael. Natascha Stellmach performing The Letting Go with Lara, Berlin Festival, September 6 – 7, 
2014, Digital Photograph, 2014. 

                                                
91 The edited participant feedback below that refers to The Exorcist originates from the performances at Kunst 
Galerie Fürth, October 10 – November 8, 2015. Transl. from: “Und plötzlich ist es spürbar. Ganz aus versehen. 
Meine Finger streifen das Wort. Es hat sich mittlerweile eine harte Kruste gebildet. Das Wort ist mit meinen 
Fingern spürbar geworden und bildet einen kleinen Widerstand. So als wollte es noch länger bleiben und nicht 
wieder verschwinden. Aber es geht und ich frage mich was es mitnimmt. Welche Wunden heilen? Welche 
bleiben? Die Vorstellung ist zu schön, auch innen heil zu werden und los lassen zu können” (my translation). 
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Stellmach, Natascha. Jennifer’s Letting Go, Day 1, 2014, Digital Photograph. 
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4. PERFORMING THE WORD-WOUND 

 

When art gets existential. My skin as a canvas.  

In public and yet safe, like in a cocoon or cave.  

Just the artist and me.  

Andreas, Cologne, Day 6 92  

 

The third set concludes the artist–participant intimacy and involves the photographic documentation. 

Andreas (above) describes the value in such experiences, something that Zerihan calls “intimate 

intercourse”93 with respect to one-to-one performance. Zerihan stresses the importance of one-to-

one performance and its power to enact authentic experiences in individuals. She suggests it may be 

driven from a “need” by audiences amidst the “growing isolation” in our societies (2010, 33), a need 

echoed by Abramović. Is this need answered by her performances, which employ a mixture of 

Stoicism, Buddhist practices and psychological tools to explore presence and transience in the act of 

public service? In speaking more generally about her work and agency, and particularly why working 

in large cities like New York is pertinent, Abramović describes the drive behind her work in terms of 

service and social welfare, “to connect a disconnected society” (2013, 41). Abramović’s mission is 

framed in altruistic terms but it might more aptly be described as “connecting a disconnected elite”. 

Performance art at this level of corporatisation and celebrity cannot be divorced from the fact that 

Abramović performs, not only for the participants, audience, investors, critics and the cameras, but 

also for the brand that is Marina Abramović. In this complex scenario where ‘human connection’ 

meets high-art, film cameras record every incident so the audience cannot help but perform too. So, 

are the connections and the emotions felt? Are they part of a remarkably orchestrated performance, 

involving scenes that may move us just as a film or song can? Moreover, does the seduction of the 

spectacle matter if we indeed experience something? These spectacles share similarities with those 

of other practitioners, such as the Indian guru Amma who has been named the “hugging saint”94. 

                                                
92 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + 
Partner, Berlin. Transl. from: “Wenn Kunst existenziell wird. Meine haut wird zur Leinwand. Ganz in der 
Halböffentlichkeit und zugleich wie in einem Cocoon, einer Höhle. Nur die Künstlerin und ich” (my translation). 
 
93 Zerihan uses the term, “intimate intercourse” in relation to Kira O’Reilly’s one-to-one performances and 
based on previous discussions she had with the scholar Dominic Johnson and the Italian performance artist 
Franko B. (Zerihan, 2010, 33.) 
 
94 “About Amma,” Amma Australia, (accessed January 28, 2017), 
http://www.ammaaustralia.org.au/about/amma-about.html. 
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The Letting Go refrains from spectacle, despite the performative (staging platform) and provocative 

(human blood) elements. Instead, it is quiet and unassuming and not measured by record attendance 

numbers or public approval. Although it is undeniably a unique experience with an artist, it is an 

experience that continues, through the self, where the audience becomes the private or public 

witness to the fading word-wound, as the participant sees fit.  

 

In The Letting Go’s third set, before the skin is cleaned and dressed and irrespective of whether the 

word-wound bleeds or welts, I make a portrait in the photographic studio set-up. This requires a wall, 

backdrop or clear space and camera (with or without a tripod and additional lighting). Each portrait is 

unique to the person and invoked intuitively, to produce a digital portrait, which is often an extreme 

close-up that focuses on the word-wound. During this act, the collaboration dissolves, and although 

the participant is encouraged to engage in the composition actively, here I direct: working intuitively, 

aesthetically and confidentially. 

 

Photography has always informed my practice, and in The Letting Go it performs numerous roles, 

such as: 

1.  A document for the participant; 

2. A literal reminder of the impermanence of our corporeality, thoughts and emotions; 

3. A “counter-memory” and “punctum” (Barthes)95; 

4. An aesthetic artwork; 

5. Closure for our 1:1 performance;  

6. A social practice in its use of selfies by the participant.  

 

Following on from the photographic portrait, cleaning and dressing of the word-wound, I reiterate 

the aftercare, discuss future communication (email follow-up) and image sharing (I email a digital 

image from the photographic session to the participant) and suggest the terms of and sharing in the 

healing word-wound. Although we mostly meet as strangers at the session’s outset, it is not 

uncommon for us to embrace before we part.  

 

                                                
95 The minimal definition of Barthes’ “punctum” is: a fortuitous element in a photo that provokes a sudden 
emotional response in the viewer, quite unlike the general interest (the "studium") solicited by the photograph's 
"subject" or "signification”.  
Barthes, Camera Lucida: Reflections on Photography, 1987. 
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An essential aspect of the project is the invitation to participants to make regular selfies. This 

invitation also takes the practice beyond the body and further into the social(media). The selfies may 

also encourage a diarised reflection in writing as part of a daily, personal ritual of self-care. If the 

participant chooses to, both the healing word-wound and reflections may inspire dialogue with 

others. The participant is invited to send these written and photographic reflections to me as part of 

the ongoing collaborative nature of this project. These interactions produce a collective archive that 

celebrates the acceptance and sharing of vulnerability96. 

 

 Just as the scab slowly detached, bit-by-bit, I was also able to confront the issue. 

 It happened so quickly and automatically that the selfies helped by effectively  

slowing down the healing and enabling periods of reflection. 

Eva, Berl in, Day 69 97 

 

The art historian Amelia Jones argues that “the imaging of pain is the primary mode through which 

its political effects take place” and asks, “what happens to wounds that are never pictorially 

documented?” (Jones, 2009, 47). Conflating the political with the socio-personal, we could view the 

representation of the word-wound as punctuation that makes real and affirms the participant’s 

decision to voice their struggle, as Eva indicates above. This idea is also translatable to the nature of 

documenting performance itself and portrayed by the scholar Anne Marsh, when – in discussing the 

intersections of performance and photography – she invokes Lacan, by describing photography as a 

“psychoanalytic medium” that “stretches” the possibilities of the performance” to present a 

“conundrum” (Marsh, 2012). Similarly, the medium of photography assisted Eva to reflect upon her 

“conundrum”. For Elena, who created a video time-lapse of her fading word-wound, the process was 

creative, “I can't wait to put the photos together to see how it looks and show you”98. If deemed 

appropriate I have at times invited lovers to collaborate on the selfie, and for the couple below, the 

invitation to image each other opened into an invaluable dialogue, despite the photograph’s 

                                                
96 The Letting Go archive is public via: www.lettinggo.net, Instagram: @nataschastellmach 
and: https://nataschastellmach.com/the-letting-go/. 
 
97 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + 
Partner, Berlin. Translated from: “So wie sich der Schorf langsam abgelöst hat, habe ich mich Stück für Stück mit 
dem Thema auseinandergesetzt. Es ging so schnell und automatisch, dass mir die Selfies geholfen haben, den 
Heilungsprozess zwischendurch anzuhalten und eine Reflexionspause zu machen“ (my translation).  
 
98 Edited participant feedback at “Day 32”, originating from a private Letting Go session with Elena in 
Melbourne, 2015. 
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absence: 

 

The idea of photographing each other was awesome, and we wanted to do it.  

So, we started talking/opening ourselves about my “aether” and his “despondency”.  

The talk was deep, and we got to know another side of each other that we didn't know, sadly 

we forgot about the pictures. 

Anais, Berl in, Day 39 99 

 

Thomas, who describes his word-wound visually, as a Wort-Bild (Word-Image), used photography 

similarly to Elena as a daily reflective anchor. Significantly, he employed it creatively, in dialogue with 

the word-wound: 

 

“DUeLL” sends me strength and thought-provoking imagery. I’ve also taken selfies, nearly 

every day and sometimes these photos result from the thoughts that “DUeLL” inspires.  

Thomas, Berl in, Day 7 100 

 

For other participants, the selfie medium is superfluous or difficult – due to time scarcity, or as a result 

of a fast-healing wound, “There was hardly enough time to take selfies, and on a lot of them 

“Rubble” is very faint”101. Alternatively, photos are not taken because the participant does not 

ordinarily take or post selfies, or as a result of self-consciousness, “I feel crummy and very apologetic 

for not doing more photos … I don’t think my selfies will suit the aesthetic of your others”.102   

 

                                                
99 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + 
Partner, Berlin. Original text.  
 
100 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + 
Partner, Berlin. Transl. from: “DUeLL sendet mir Kraft und schöne Bilder zum Denken. Ich habe auch schon 
Selfies von DUeLL gemacht, fast jeden Tag mindestens eins. Manchmal entstanden die Fotos von den Gedanken 
ausgehend, die mir DUeLL gesendet hat …” (my translation). 
  
101 Edited participant feedback at “Day 19”, originating from a private Letting Go session with Philipp in Berlin, 
2014.Transl. from: “Ich hatte kaum Zeit Selfies zu machen und auf vielen ist “Trümmer” kaum zu sehen” (my 
translation).  
 
102 Edited participant feedback at “Day 34”, originating from a private Letting Go session with Gabriela in 
Melbourne, 2015. 
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For Alena, who described an embodied experience that shifted across two weeks from “intense” to 

“gentle” to “illuminating”, in which she “felt very close to her” (“word-wound”), the selfie process 

was almost superfluous, proved challenging, and yet she could have still been encouraged, 221 days 

on, to create a selfie of a wholly faded word-wound, to honour the artist’s invitation: 

 

 Apologies! It was so hard. Weird. I failed to accomplish it. It’s quite daunting.  

However, I’d like to. Would a selfie still help? If you wish, I’ll take one now. 

You’ll get it. 

Alena, Berl in, Day 221 103 

  

At times the use of the selfie is revelatory, as Klairi indicates:  

Here are 2 photos of my "girl" and I at the beach in front of my family's house in Crete, on 

day 5. It was surprising for me to discover after having taken these 2 pictures, that in the 

background there was a father with his little daughter. So that's where I left the little girl. 

Where she really belongs, on that beach. 

Klair i ,  Berl in, Day 32 104 

 

As the comments above indicate, there is currency in the invitation to use the selfie medium as a 

means to interface the one-to-one experience with daily life, and in effect continue the performance 

as a private act – and possibly, within social media. The theorist Peggy Phelan discusses how the 

selfie has transited from the self-portrait in painting (Frida Kahlo) to photography (Andy Warhol, 

Cindy Sherman) to become society’s primary means of self-representation. She argues that with 

today’s speed and the glut of self-portraiture, images become simultaneously contained in the past, 

present and future in a “doubleness of now”105. Whether for validation, remembrance, revelation, 

expression, signification, re-identification, or as a performance in itself, the selfie—in conversation 

                                                
103 Edited participant feedback originating from a private Letting Go session in 2017. 
Transl. from: “Entschuldige! Es fiel mir so schwer. Komisch. Ich habe mich nicht überwunden. Ich habe Respekt 
davor. Aber ich möchte mich überwinden. Brauchst du noch eins? Hilft es dir noch? Ich mache dir jetzt eins, 
wenn du magst. Du bekommst es” (my translation). 
  
104 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + 
Partner, Berlin. Klairi’s reference to “girl” is the “word-wound”. 
 
105 Peggy Phelan, Lecture at Scripps College, February 6, 2015, "Keep Taking Those Selfies: Talk Traces 
Popular Trend Throughout History Comments." UWIRE Text, 2015/02/13/ 2015, 1. (accessed April 20, 2018), 
http://uwire.com/?s=UWIRE+Text&x=26&y=14&=Go. 
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with the skin—assists to transport the word-wound from the private, one-to-one space created by the 

artist and participant and into the person’s daily and social–(media) life.  

 

 
 
Studio Stellmach. Natascha Stellmach performing The Letting Go with Eva, Museum für Kunst  
& Gewerbe Hamburg, Digital Photograph, 2015. 
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5. HEALING THE WORD-WOUND 
 

I am proud to be your canvas and will never forget it. 

Toby, Berl in, Day 21 106  

 

The fourth and final set occurs outside of the contained one-to-one performance, as a social practice. 

Given the word-wound has been identified, named, opened and dressed for closing, it is now ready 

to be “walked out” of our performance, by and on the participant, as an artwork, as indicated by 

Toby and Andreas above. It is simultaneously a social practice, that is undressed and “worked on” by 

the individual—and should they choose—in association with their familial or online communities. This 

social practice creates another departure from institutionalised practices by converting private 

suffering into something social, relatable and collective.  

 

Today, I’ve noticed at least a dozen thoughts that made me startle and notice the  

Ernst-ness. What’s weird (and interesting) is that the Ernst seems to be floating next to me … 

like an entity that might become disconnected from me. — Just by being more mindful, 

looking at it, feeling the Ernst feelings, it seems like it’s getting displaced, moving around in 

me, moving away, as if I could reach out and touch “it.”  

Mathias, Hamburg, Day 2 107 

 

I suffered through a vicious ERNST attack this weekend :(  

so I asked my son to re-ink it on my arm so that I can again  

watch it fade away starting now. :) 

Mathias, Hamburg, Day 65 108 

 

Mathias’s Day 2 reflection depicts somatic reflection and conforms to the quiescent and perceptive 

notion of Naked Awareness introduced at the beginning of this paper. He also addresses the 

importance of recognition, interpretation and re-interpretation to the social practice of The Letting 

                                                
106 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + 
Partner, Berlin. Transl. from: “Ich bin stolz, Deine Leinwand gewesen zu sein und werde es nie vergessen” (my 
translation). 
 
107 Edited participant feedback originating from the two-day performance at Museum für Kunst und Gewerbe, 
Hamburg (July 25 – 26, 2015). 
 
108 Ibid. 105. 
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Go, where at Day 65, as a skilful and wilful interpreter (Hartman, 1981, 135), he actively engages his 

young son in the process of “re-writing” the obstacle on the healed skin. At the initial site of the 

word-wound artwork, created over six weeks ago, Mathias and his son “re-perform” the wound, but 

one unlike the re-enactments of Abramovic’s works, because it is “re-lived as experience” (Bishop, 

35) in the participant’s intimate and social environment. By enacting disclosure within their 

communities, The Letting Go is demonstrative of both the participant’s agency and the significance 

of the public witness—outside of the person’s family—to support the process of self-awareness and 

care, as Andreas discovered: 

 

 Tonight I showed it to the first person other than (my wife).  

Immense empathy. 

Andreas, Cologne, Day 3 109  

 

This phase, in which participants observe and experience the word-wound moving through its 

dermatological healing110 is enacted in daily life, with an awareness of the word as both wound and 

artwork – twofold on their skin and through the photographic medium of the artist photograph and 

possibly their own selfies – to live the personal enquiry that this embodied obstacle encapsulates. 

Participants have frequently commented that their awareness is highly acute in the first four days 

following the session, such as for Andreas, “It’s only at day 4 and 5 when it changes its blood red 

colour and begins to fade that I become less conscious of Zwänge (compulsions/constraints). Instead 

                                                
109 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + 
Partner, Berlin. Transl. from: “Am Abend zeige ich es auch erstmals jemandem außer Conny. Großes 
Verständnis” (my translation). 
 
110 Dermatological wound healing for tattoos is similar to a superficial cut, has three stages and is highly 
individual:  

1. INFLAMMATION – Day 1 through 6 (blood clotting, plasma discharge and increased blood flow, all of 
which may cause skin redness swelling and soreness);  

The scab usually forms at around Day 3 or 4;  
2. PROLIFERATION – Day 7 through 14 (scab falls off which may cause itching); 
3. MATURATION – Day 15 and over (dermis repair); 

Hunter, Dan et al. “Stages of the Tattoo Healing Process,” Authority Tattoo (blog), (accessed March 8, 2014), 
https://authoritytattoo.com/tattoo-healing-process/. 
Unless the person is prone to hypertrophic or keloid scarring, tattooing and superficial scratches are the “rare 
exceptions” (Bayat et al. 2003) where scars do not arise.  
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what dominates is pride: I did it”111, which corresponds to dermatological healing and the formation 

of a scab at day 3 or 4 (Bayat, et al. 2003).  

 

At this point, the invitation to “reflect upon” and more specifically to “observe, touch, massage, 

photograph, write about, care for and share”112 the word-wound in the days and months that follow 

enable an enduring process of reflection and self-awareness. This “living with” occurs both at the 

shifting and performing site of skin and socially, despite the word-wound’s invisibility to others, as it 

did for Tim: 

 

I must suddenly be a magnet. Women won’t stop smiling at me when I go shopping. It’s 

almost a bit uncomfortable [well perhaps not really ;)] but it’s quite crazy how much has 

changed.   

Tim, Berl in, Day 5 113 

 

In such moments, the concept of Naked Awareness is prescient, due to this living, visual and 

embodied reminder. Although the notion of “letting go”, of “detachment” as Buddhist teacher Sally 

Kempton elucidates, is “notoriously more difficult” (2003) to achieve in periods of loss than when we 

are powering and successful, she defines the process as a day to day “surrendering to the outcome” 

and “accepting reality as it presents itself”. In this way, the word-wound becomes a living, changing 

and highly personal reminder of impermanence; and if the participant welcomes The Letting Go 

process, as Nikki did during a challenging illness, then the healing word-wound can also become a 

tool for contemplation and a symbol of hope. 

 

The struggle with darkness and despair is real, but I keep bringing my thoughts back  

to the incandescent light beneath the “Mantle”, and that helps me to get out of bed,  

and be OK. 

                                                
111 Edited participant feedback originating from the June to September 2013 performances at Wagner + 
Partner, Berlin. Transl. from: “Erst am vierten und fünften Tag rückt es langsam in den Hintergrund so wie es 
auch sich farblich leicht ändert. Das Blutrot schwindet. Es ist der Stolz, der dominiert: Ich habe es getan” (my 
translation). 
 
112  Refer to “The Letting Go Aftercare” (Appendix: 13).  
 
113 Edited participant feedback originating from a private Letting Go session. 
Transl. from: “Ich muss mittlerweile eine komplett andere Ausstrahlung haben. Ich geh einkaufen und ständig 
lächeln mich Frauen an. Es war mir schon fast unangenehm [na ja, nicht wirklich;-)]. Es ist wirklich verrückt, wie 
sehr sich so einiges verändert hat” (my translation).  
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Nikki, Melbourne, Day 26 114 

 

Didier Anzieu’s seminal psychoanalytic theory, The Skin Ego, assumes the hypothesis, “What if 

thought were as much an affair of the skin as of the brain?”115 It views the skin as a highly 

individualised, sensory “container” or “envelope” that supports each of our unique psyches and is 

likened to a protective shield. Anzieu discovered how prone to piercing the skin ego is, and if 

pierced, an intrusion into the psyche may take place. As a metaphor for the uniqueness of human 

skin, Anzieu’s complex theory explores eight functions that address the nature of the skin ego. One 

of these functions is “intersensoriality”, which is a kind of sensation-connector, based on the premise 

that the skin contains all of the other sense organs and is thus able to interconnect all manner of 

diverse sensations. Anzieu arrived at The Skin Ego, through the writings of Freud (‘contact-barriers’ 

and ‘The Mystic Writing Pad’) and Klein, including research on embryonic development – the fact that 

the skin and brain co-occur in the womb and are born from the same membrane, the ectoderm. This 

knowledge, and the fact that the sense of touch is the first of our senses to develop led to Anzieu’s 

studies of the mother-child relationship, which investigated the bond or fracture created as a result 

of, or lack of maternal touch. This “insight and knowledge of surfaces” (Benthien, 7), contrasted 

significantly with the Western medical paradigm of uncovering illness by burrowing into the depths116 

and supported the paradox of the brain as a rind – with the core located at the surface (Anzieu, 1989, 

9). Although Anzieu’s theory is pathologically applied to the assessment of the unconscious and 

treatment of anxiety (amongst other illnesses), there are fascinating parallels to be made with The 

Letting Go. If we can think from the outside (the skin extending to the social) as well as the inside, 

(somatic and emotional reflection), then one could extrapolate that it may be possible to “accept or 

resolve obstacles” via an inside/outside process of The Letting Go. The poetics of The Skin Ego 

support The Letting Go in its interconnection between language and epidermis, touch and self-

enquiry, the multiple readings of skin as both beautiful and abject at once – and foremost, the skin as 

a site of psychic repair. 

 

                                                
114 Participant feedback originating from a private Letting Go session. Original Text.  
 
115 Anzieu, The Skin Ego, 1989, 98 – 105; Benthien, Skin, 2002, 7–9, 240, 244–5.  
 
116 This paradigm dates back to the 16th-century Flemish physician, Andreas Vesalius.  
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After my initial teariness and distress whenever I saw the tattoo, I now look at it with a kind of 

'love', or at the very least, a 'positive acceptance and acknowledgement' of a debilitating 

emotion I've carried my entire life. Even the skin healed painlessly ... as if it's telling me to not 

be afraid of this word, it can't hurt you! 

Danila, New South Wales, Day 14 117 

 
It’s striking how “Crux” is teaching me to observe and accept it as a part of me 

unjudgementally, rather than to denounce or oppose it.  

Johanna, Berl in, Day 25 118 

 
To illustrate further the notion of the skin as a site of psychic repair and its translation to “living with” 

the word-wound in a state of harmonious acceptance, I turn to the writer Rainer Maria Rilke – whose 

prose was a formative influence in my youth119 and continues to inspire me. From a letter written 115 

years ago to his 19-year-old protégé120, then plagued with existential problems, Rilke poignantly 

suggests to “live the questions”. In fact, he requests that his protégé be patient with all that is 

unresolved within him and pleads with him to “dearly love the questions” (die Fragen selbst 

liebzuhaben), as one would love books written in a very foreign language. Rilke advises against (re)-

searching the answers (the German Forschen (to research) is commonly translated simply as 

“searching”) and indeed this critical analysis, this futile attempt to use the mind to find answers to 

such personal conundrums, “cannot be given you because you would not be able to live them”. 

Instead, he allegorises the idea of uncertainty and doubt and advocates to “live the questions now”, 

while going on with his life. Translating Rilke’s advice to that of intuitively “living with” the embodied 

obstacle (word-wound) can act as an empowering tool for the participant. This allegory sits alongside 

                                                
117 Edited participant feedback originating from a private Letting Go session in Berlin, 2013.  
 
118 Edited participant feedback originating from a private Letting Go session in Berlin, 2016.  
Transl. from: “Und viel mehr merke ich dass es auch darum geht "Crux" als Teil von mir anzunehmen und eher 
zu beobachten und anzunehmen ohne Wertung, als es zu verdammen und abzulehnen” (my translation). 
 
119 My mother introduced me to Rainer Maria Rilke’s writing, in part because he was born in my maternal 
grandparent’s homeland of Böhmen (Bohemia). 
 
120 Rilke sent his letter to Franz Xaver Kappus in Worpswede, Lower Saxony on July 16, 1903.  
 The passage in question: “Sie sind so jung, so vor allem Anfang, und ich möchte Sie, so gut ich es kann, bitten, 
lieber Herr, Geduld zu haben gegen alles Ungelöste in Ihrem Herzen und zu versuchen, die Fragen selbst 
liebzuhaben wie verschlossene Stuben und wie Bücher, die in einer sehr fremden Sprache geschrieben sind. 
Forschen Sie jetzt nicht nach den Antworten, die Ihnen nicht gegeben werden können, weil Sie sie nicht leben 
könnten. Und es handelt sich darum, alles zu leben. Leben Sie jetzt die Fragen. Vielleicht leben Sie dann 
allmählich, ohne es zu merken, eines fernen Tages in die Antwort hinein.” 
Rilke and Kappus, Briefe an einen jungen Dichter, 2007, 21.  
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the practice of sitting with what is, of Naked Awareness, and of living consciously with the word-

wound as it heals and fades across what is a highly individual process of between ten days to thirteen 

months. This uncertainty parallels Rilke’s advice and invitation where, “along some distant day” 

perhaps little by little and “without noticing it” that we will eventually “live into the answer”.  

 

 
 
Studio Stellmach. Katja’s Letting Go (Angst), Day 14, Selfie by Katja, 2015, Digital Photograph, 2015.  
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CONCLUSION  
   

This paper has illustrated how The Letting Go is a participatory performance art practice informed by 

the interdisciplinary intersections of visual art, somatic practices and psychotherapy. Rather than 

acting on a person, the artist acts with the participant, in a safe, methodological, collaborative 

process that involves going silent, becoming vulnerable together, contactful touch, and the 

performance and documentation of a word-wound as a tangible process towards reflection, self-

awareness and possibly change. The participant then processes this socially, via their familial and 

online communities. Although a wound is performed, The Letting Go is a beneficent and non-

maleficent process that honours the body, empowers the individual and encourages self-care and 

public witnessing.  

 

By harnessing the significance of a word and the power of a wound, The Letting Go departs radically 

from traditional models of care (pathological and religious) and participatory art in these key ways:  

• The artist mediates, and then the participant continues performing alone and socially;  

• It brings both the participant and the artist closer to the self; 

• By sharing “contactful” touch; 

• It involves a collaborative and consensual act of opening (vulnerability, trust, naming, 

identifying), self-reflective and public witnessing and then closing (the impermanence 

of pain and identification with the embodied self); 

• It is equally disruptive (artist’s methodology of “opening”) and legitimate (grounding, 

ethical and hygienic).  

 

This research has shown how Chagmé’s Naked Awareness reveals itself literally as an undifferentiated 

occurrence of the external (skin), the internal (blood), and the intermediate (the body, the corporeal). 

The Letting Go makes tangible the seeing and touching of an obstacle from the inside out and the 

outside in, where the psychic wound is made not only visible but tactile and becomes a dynamic and 

direct reminder of the interconnection of skin and psyche, and the bridge that language can build 

toward self-awareness. In this way, the word-wound becomes both an effective, embodied tool 

employing both emotional and physical pain, and a living, changing and highly personal reminder of 

impermanence. 

 

Across the legacy of artists and practitioners from Beuys, Chödrön, Abramovic, Schlingensief, O’Reilly 

through to Pledger, including the interdisciplinary theories across psychoanalysis, Buddhism, somatic 

practices and ritual tattooing, The Letting Go methodology and participant testimonials, this research 
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illustrates how artists have performed practices that have disrupted the status quo. Through 

participatory performance and via acts of personal and collective reconciliation, artists bring 

vulnerability into the social. Such artistic practices reflect increasing trends in healthcare where 

authorised paradigms (medicine) are acknowledging the “growing interest to address patients’ social 

needs” (Alderwick et al., 2018, 715). One of these approaches, which correlates with the social 

efficacy of performance art practices, is social prescribing – a term that originated in England and a 

practice that has spread to the US to “connect patients with non-medical services to improve their 

health and well-being” (715). Here doctors prescribe “social prescriptions” as opposed to medication 

for a range of psychosocial ailments. These “prescriptions” are being widely advocated in the UK and 

may include attendance at art therapy or a dancing club. Although the cost-benefit “evidence” is yet 

to be substantiated, these trials are encouraging news that such authorised paradigms acknowledge 

a societal need for greater holistic options that reconcile the self with the community. The value and 

importance of work that encourages the reconciliation of the self while empowering the person’s 

agency reflect the artist practices explored in this paper, inclusive of The Letting Go. It also 

substantiates how artists listen to what a society needs, respond accordingly, and in turn invite those 

around them (performers, audience, society) to participate, “tune in” and then to communicate with 

other “bodies”, not unlike Pledger’s 360 degrees Body Listening. 

 

Finally, then, where might this artist-practice go? The performance artist Guillermo Gómez-Peña 

suggests, “Our audiences may experience, through us, unfamiliar aesthetic, political and sexual 

freedoms. These vicarious liberties may be why, despite innumerable predictions over the past thirty 

years, performance art hasn't died, been replaced by video or made out-dated by new technologies 

and robotics.”121  

 

Through The Letting Go, I have witnessed that performance art is well and truly alive. My work marks 

the emergence of a new model of engagement with the public for the artist: an “artistic private 

practice”. This new model is both “naked” and “aware” in that it addresses a contemporary 

discourse around vulnerability and self-awareness, and both aligns with and departs from 

contemporary artistic and traditional therapeutic paradigms. Through this disruptive new space, it 

offers an intimate model of care, where the artist both mediates a performance and is simultaneously 

affected by it. By harnessing the skin as a site of psychic repair, this performance merges the 

                                                
121 Gómez-Peña, In Defense of Performance Art: A Foremost Practitioner Explains His Métier, 2003, 26. 
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intelligence of the skin and psyche via the inscription of language. This embodiment of the word 

continues to be performed, by the self, upon the self. This invitation to bare attention and self-

awareness is an imagined new space for both the artist and audience, where the artist as a “private 

practitioner” encourages the literal wearing of issues on the skin. In this new model, the participant is 

an active collaborative agent and is encouraged to “walk out the art” while simultaneously “working 

through” a personal issue. The individual’s agency and choice as to whether, how, and when to 

process such public witnessing is crucial to the model. As an outcome, this practice may lead to 

acceptance and/or change in the individual and artist, while also personalising art and bringing art 

into the social. This research has revealed that The Letting Go enacts change and supports the claim 

that artistic private practice can play a significant role in making an art practice both individual and 

social.  

 

In advancing the project publicly, the argument for a private practice that makes personal enquiry a 

self-referential performance for and about the public will be shared across participants and the 

public, through social media and the internet122. Although I have personally resisted social media up 

until this day, due to privacy concerns (I have no accounts), this artistic private practice calls for a 

shared resource, to bring it into the social. Presented in a curated fashion, and inviting user-

generated content, it will form a public archive that celebrates the acceptance and sharing of 

vulnerability. This manner of ‘live’ exhibiting reflects not only the performative nature of the work, its 

international audience and its move to ‘private practice’ – but also growing global trends regarding 

artistic practice, the changing nature of exhibition-making, audience attendance and the paucity of 

fiscal support for independent artistic projects, whether in the commercial or public gallery context. 

Due to their global reach, these shared virtual (Internet) and embodied (skin) surfaces also have the 

potential to be harnessed more intelligently to connect our wounded societies. Such work, if 

extrapolated further, could develop to include workshops, installations, solo practices or community 

events. With the momentum of public interest, The Letting Go has the potential to become a 

movement – one that is personally driven, simultaneously “walked out” while being “worked 

through”. The social aspect of The Letting Go is substantiated by the growth of the project thus far 

and the recent move to expand the project online, through social media (Instagram) as both an art 

project and public archive. Perhaps this may become a more widely spread practice in the future, 

offering people an affordable and highly effective model of self-awareness and change? 

 

                                                
122 The Letting Go archive is public via: www.lettinggo.net, Instagram: @nataschastellmach 
and: https://nataschastellmach.com/the-letting-go/. 
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For the artist, this reflects a global trend of the consultant, coach and freelancer working 

independently and globally and does not preclude the gallery, institutional space or corporate 

environment as a concurrent setting for this work or applications thereof. As an artistic-somatic 

practice, The Letting Go employs a “safe disruption” throughout its methodology, to open towards 

Naked Awareness. 

 

 I am so PROUD to have my OMBRA! 

It is so amazing: things have happened … the last link, the last shadow between her and I 

faded with the tattoo. I have tears in my eyes. The Letting Go helped me return to me. 

Francesco, Geneva, Day 2 & 29 123 

 

my “shame” is wunderwunderschön. 

wunderschön. 

thank you, natascha. 

Anne, Berl in, Day 23 124 

 

From over 100 public and private one-to-one performances to date, the above-emboldened 

responses by Francesco and Anne are poignant indicators of The Letting Go’s efficacy. Anne’s 

wordplay above is also significant. Her shame is doubly wonderful (wunderschön), and wonder stems 

from “Wunde” (wound). In this respect, artists together with their audience are building social 

practices of “naked wonder”. The Letting Go calls Naked Awareness into being: that we may begin 

to become aware of the naked wonder in our wounds and collectively share, learn and evolve from a 

position of empowered vulnerability.  

  

                                                
123 Edited participant feedback originating from a private Letting Go session in Berlin, 2017. 
 
124 Edited participant feedback originating from a private Letting Go session in Berlin, 2013. 
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Studio Stellmach. Natascha’s Letting Go, Day 3, Selfie by Natascha Stellmach, 2014, Digital Photograph, 2014.  
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APPENDIX 
 

 

1. FROM FOOTNOTE 4 

My website, thelettinggo.net, links to a brief TV documentary excerpt, which provides a useful 

methodological insight: THE LETTING GO | GALILEO TV 

 

 

 

2. FROM FOOTNOTE 6  

 
 
Pogorelske, Paulyne. "Study to ease the pain of road victims." Moonee Valley Gazette, July 24, 1995. 
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3. FROM FOOTNOTE 9 

 

 

 
 
Stellmach, Natascha, “Leaving”. Photographic Work first appearing in The Book of Back, Berlin: Künstlerhaus 

Bethanien GmbH, 2007, 9. 
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4. FROM FOOTNOTE 11 

 
  
Stellmach, Natascha, “English for Germans”. Photographic Work first appearing in The Book of Back, Berlin: 

Künstlerhaus Bethanien GmbH, 2007, 10 – 11. 

 

 

5. FROM FOOTNOTE 12 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Stellmach, Natascha. “Crazy Shit”, 

undated. Photographic Work first 

appearing in It Is Black in Here. 

Berlin: Cyanpress, 2010.  
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6. FROM FOOTNOTE 28  

 
Stellmach, Natascha. Selfies From my First Bloodline Tattoo on my Body: Day 1 through 9”, March 7 through 15, 
digital photographs, 2013. (I cautiously tattooed a heart around a mole – in case it didn’t disappear). 
 
 

7. FROM FOOTNOTE 36 

 
Stellmach, Natascha. Ajahn Neng performing a Sak Yan in his Bangkok Studio, Thailand, 27/3/2015, digital 
photograph, 2015. 
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Stellmach, Natascha. Ajahn Neng performing an ink-based Sak Yan in his 
Bangkok Studio, Thailand, 27/3/2015, digital photographs, 2015. 
 

 

 

 

8. FROM FOOTNOTE 36  

Stellmach, Natascha. Vanishing Tattoo performed on Tomo by Ajahn 
Pramote at Wat Bang Phra, Thailand, 31/3/2015, digital photographs. 
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9. FROM FOOTNOTE 37  

 
 
Stellmach, Natascha. Joe Cummings and his Kun Pan Chom Pala Sak Yan (performed by Ajahn Gop), 
photographed in Nakon Pathom and Bangkok, Thailand, digital photographs, 2015. 
 
 
 
10. FROM FOOTNOTE 38  

Stellmach, Natascha.  
Photographer/author, 
Aroon Thaewchatturat 
(right) and the 
devotee (Yat) who 
appeared in 
Thaewchatturat’s 
publication, Sacred 
Skin (Vater and 
Thaewchatturat, 56 – 
59), showing her Pho 
Kae (Hermit) Sak Yan 
and photographed in 
Bangkok, Thailand, 
digital photograph, 
2015. 
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11. FROM FOOTNOTE 38 
 

 
 
Stellmach, Natascha. Ajahn Rung in her Hua Hin studio, Thailand, digital photograph, 2015. 
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12. FROM FOOTNOTE 39  

 

 
 
Stellmach, Natascha, “The Maroon and the Blue”. Photographic Work first appearing in The Book of Back, 
Berlin: Künstlerhaus Bethanien GmbH, 2007, 14.  
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13. FROM FOOTNOTE 40 

Stellmach, Natascha, “The Letting Go Aftercare”, 2018. Every participant receives this handout prior to and 
following their session. 

NATASCHA STELLMACH  | THE LETTING GO AFTERCARE 

thelettinggo.net   |    studio@nataschastellmach.com 
 

	
YOUR	BLOODLINE	TATTOO:	
Please	treat	your	Bloodline	Tattoo	like	a	cut.	How	it	heals	and	the	time	it	takes	to	fade	is	unique	and	
entirely	dependent	on	your	skin,	body	part,	age	and	your	treatment.	Enjoy	(and	engage	actively	with)	
this	process.		
	
PLEASE	FOLLOW	THESE	INSTRUCTIONS	TO	AVOID	INFECTION	AND	SCARRING:	
	

1. The	tattoo	is	dressed	with	an	antibacterial	wound	cream	(ie:	Bepanthen,	Panthenol)	and	covered	
with	wrap.	Leave	it	on	for	a	maximum	of	3	hours	and	then	remove.	
	

2.	 Clean	off	the	cream	with	a	disposable	wet	wipe	and	ensure	your	hands	are	thoroughly	clean,	
including	nails.	Allow	your	skin	to	dry	naturally.		

	
2. Air	dry	as	much	as	possible	and	wear	loose	clothing.	Do	not	cover	with	a	bandage	unless	you	are	

in	an	environment	with	animals	or	dirt.	Avoid	heavy	or	sweaty	exercise	for	3	days.	
	

3. If	it	is	itchy	or	sore,	apply	a	thin	layer	of	an	antibacterial	cream	(as	in	1	above).	
	

4. At	approximately	day	3	the	scab	will	form.	Don’t	pick	or	scratch	the	scab.	Leave	it	to	naturally	
form	and	fall	off	(usually	at	day	7–10).	

	
5. It	is	now	fine	to	reintroduce	mild	body	lotions	or	oils.	Gently	oiling	the	area	will	also	help	bring	

your	attention	to	the	concept.	
	

6. For	2	weeks	avoid:	sunbaking,	waxing,	shaving,	animal	contact,	swimming,	saunas	or	bathing	
the	tattoo.	Showering	is	fine,	but	avoid	soaking	the	area.	

	
	
Although	it	is	unlikely	–	If	your	tattoo	oozes	pus,	there	is	inflammation	or	you	think	there	is	a	risk	of	
infection,	contact	me	and	see	a	doctor.	
	
MY	INVITATION	TO	YOU	
To	encourage	an	enduring	process,	I	invite	you	to	reflect	daily	upon	your	bloodline	tattoo	and	more	
specifically	to	“observe,	touch,	massage,	photograph,	write	about,	care	for	and	share”	it	in	the	days	and	
months	that	follow.		
	
PHOTOGRAPHS	&	WORDS	
As	part	of	the	collaborative	nature	of	this	project,	you’re	invited	to	send	photographs	or	writing	that	you	
wish	to	share	(to	my	email	below).		
Photo	captions	and	writing	will	only	reveal	first	names	(and	sometimes	your	city),	unless	you	provide	a	
pseudonym.		
	
Everything	we	discuss	in	the	session	is	strictly	confidential.		
	
SOCIAL	MEDIA	SHARING	
If	you	are	so	inclined,	I	encourage	you	to	share	related	images	on	social	media.		
If	so,	please	use:	@nataschastellmach,	#thelettinggo	&	#nataschastellmach		
	
I	will	be	in	contact	within	a	week	and	email	you	the	image	from	our	session	in	the	weeks	that	follow.	
	
Thank	you	for	your	courage	and	trust.	
Natascha	
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THE	LETTING	GO		|		BY	NATASCHA	STELLMACH	

WAIVER,	RELEASE	&	CONSENT	TO	BLOODLINE	TATTOO	

 

NATASCHA	STELLMACH		|		studio@nataschastellmach.com	

Instagram:	@nataschastellmach	

 

	

	
CONTRACT	BETWEEN	THE	ARTIST	NATASCHA	STELLMACH	

	
	
	
And	participant	__________________________________________________	(please	print	full	name)		
	
	

I,	the	participant,	agree	to	the	following:	

	
•	understand	that	this	tattoo	is	non-permanent,	uses	no	ink	and	will	heal	over	a	period	of	up	to	12	
months,	as	a	cut	does	on	my	skin.		
	
	
•	am	aware	that	the	tattoo	could	lead	to	infection,	scarring	or	allergic	reactions.	
	
	
•	have	 read	 the	 information	 that	 the	Artist	Natascha	Stellmach	 /	Gallery	has	provided,	describing	
the	process	and	aftercare	of	my	tattoo	and	I	understand	and	will	adhere	to	it.		
	

	

•	WAIVE	AND	RELEASE	to	the	fullest	extent	permitted	by	law,	the	Artist	(Natascha	Stellmach)	from	
all	liability	whatsoever,	for	any	and	all	claims	or	causes	of	action,	whether	caused	by	the	negligence	
or	fault	of	either	the	Artist	or	otherwise.	
	

	

•	am	not	under	the	influence	of	alcohol	or	drugs,	and	I	am	voluntarily	submitting	to	be	tattooed	by	
the	Artist	without	duress	or	coercion.	
	
	
•	 do	 not	 have	 diabetes,	 epilepsy,	 hemophilia,	 HIV,	 Hepatitis	 C,	 a	 heart	 condition,	 nor	 do	 I	 take	
blood-thinning	medication.	 I	 do	 not	 have	 any	 other	medical	 or	 skin	 condition	 that	may	 interfere	
with	 the	 application	or	 healing	of	 the	 tattoo.	 I	 am	not	 the	 recipient	 of	 an	organ	or	 bone	marrow	
transplant	or,	if	I	am,	I	have	taken	the	required	antibiotics	in	advance	of	any	invasive	procedure	such	
as	tattooing	–	OR	FOR	ANY	OF	THE	ABOVE	–	I	have	medical	clearance	from	my	supervising	doctor	
to	undergo	this	process.	
	
	
•	I	am	not	pregnant	or	nursing.		
	
	
•	I	do	not	have	a	mental	health	illness	that	may	affect	my	judgment	in	getting	the	tattoo.	
	
	

	
PAGE	1	of	2	
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Stellmach, Natascha, “The Letting Go Waiver”, 2018. Every participant receives this handout prior to and 
following their session. 

THE	LETTING	GO		|		BY	NATASCHA	STELLMACH	

WAIVER,	RELEASE	&	CONSENT	TO	BLOODLINE	TATTOO	

 

NATASCHA	STELLMACH		|		studio@nataschastellmach.com	

Instagram:	@nataschastellmach	

 

	

PHOTOS:		

I	 release	all	 rights	 to	 the	photographs	 taken	of	 the	 tattoo	and	me,	and	those	associated	with	 this	
project,	 including	photographs	that	 I	voluntarily	send	to	the	artist	thereafter.	 I	give	my	consent	 in	
advance	to	their	reproduction	on	the	web,	in	print	or	electronic	form	–	using	my	preference	of	my	
real	name	or	a	pseudonym	(see	below).	
	

	
(Please	tick):		YES	...........	 	NO	...........	

	
	
WORDS:	

I	release	all	rights	to	my	written	responses	(E-Mails,	SMS,	WhatsApp	etc)	that	I	voluntarily	send	to	
the	 artist	 thereafter.	 I	 give	my	 consent	 in	 advance	 to	 their	 reproduction	 on	 the	 web,	 in	 print	 or	
electronic	form	–	using	my	preference	of	my	real	name	or	a	pseudonym	(see	below).	
	

	
(Please	tick):		YES	...........	 	NO	...........	

	
	
I	hereby	declare	that	I	am	of	legal	age	and	am	competent	to	sign	this	Agreement.	

I	HAVE	READ	THIS	AGREEMENT,	I	UNDERSTAND	IT,	I	AGREE	TO	BE	BOUND	BY	IT.			

	

	

PRINT	FULL	NAME:	…………………………………………………………………………………………………………..	

	

NAME	&	CITY	for	photo	captions	(or	PSEUDONYM):………………………………………………………………
	 	
	
ADDRESS:		……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….	
	
	
EMAIL:	…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….	
	
	
TEL:	………………………………………………………………………..					D.O.Birth:	……………………………………	

	

SIGNATURE:	……………………………………………………………				City,	DATE:	……………….………………….	

	
	

Thank	you	for	your	trust.	Warmly,	Natascha	
 

	
PAGE	2	of	2	
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Studio Stellmach. Frauke victorious following her Letting Go (Kerker) at Museum für Kunst &  

Gewerbe Hamburg, Digital Photograph, 2015 


